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SUMMARY

Printed electronics (PE) technology has attracted signiﬁcant attention in recent years due
to its potential to simplify process steps and reduce costs when compared to conventional
photolithography. Conventional photolithography consists of multiple steps, including
thin film vapor deposition, photoresist deposition, masking, and wet etching. PE
technology, on the other hand, is a one-step deposition process with post-sintering (or
baking) to activate printed ink functionality. Furthermore, PE technology can be readily
scaled to large-area production with high throughput with roll-to-roll printing. These
features can be applied in a way that lowers cost and offers flexibility for work in large
areas. These features offer new ways to develop novel electronics and accelerate their use
in other areas of research and production. Examples include rapid prototyping, pilot
production, small lot size production, organic light emitting diodes, organic solar cells,
thin-ﬁlm transistors, logic circuits, radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) tags, and
sensors.
Aerosol jet printing (AJP) was developed in 2007 by Optomec, Inc., to fulfill the
increasing demand for miniature and flexible electronics. According to Thomson Reuters,
more than 500 journal papers on using AJP for research in the PE area were published in
the last five years. Compared with other PE technologies, such as screen printing and
inkjet printing, AJP has demonstrated superior capabilities, for example, having a smaller
feature size, thinner layer deposition, a larger pool of available ink and substrate
materials, non-planar printing capability, and a low processing temperature. These

xi

advantages make AJP one of the most competitive manufacturing technologies in the PE
industry today.
There are some limitations however. AJP is limited by not having in situ monitoring or
control capabilities, which leads to inconsistent performance in products. Up to today,
most AJP systems are installed in laboratories or research centers for fundamental
research, product design, and prototyping. In spite of the increasing maturity of lab-scale
fabrication, the lack of quality control becomes a critical roadblock for this
transformative technology to be a viable production process. Using AJP for industrial
applications involves complex system interactions including printed materials, process
parameters, environment, post treatment, and device characterization, all of which require
an in-depth understanding of the science and engineering of AJP. Since AJP is a
relatively new technology in the electronics industry, the knowledge base is relatively
limited. In addition, there are no well-established guidelines or standards to define the
quality of printed electronic products and information is lacking on the lifetime
performance of printed devices.
The objective of this proposed research is to create a knowledge base and establish
engineering methods and tools for AJP quality control by understanding the relationships
between the AJP process, properties, structure, morphology and performance. The
research conducted in the following steps:
Chapter 4 focuses on developing monitoring methods for the AJP process and includes a
vibration-based wavelet method for atomization monitoring and image processing
techniques for extracting quantitative printed line quality matrices. In the end of the

xii

chapter, a design of experiment model using central composite design (CDD) is
conducted to create a process model and create printing optimization guidelines.
Chapter 5 presents two representative applications that could benefit from AJP
technologies, but they suffer from process variation. The finding and results concluded in
Chapter 4 are applied to the process to demonstrate the effectiveness. We observed a 20%
variation reduction and a 50% completion rate improvement in gas sensor and 3D
transmission line fabrication, respectively.
Chapter 6 demonstrates two novel manufacturing processes that extend current AJP
capabilities into 3D printing and the nanocomposite fabrication area. A facile method
called print-stick-peel (PSP) was developed for integrating printed sensors into 3D
printed objects. This method overcomes several challenges in the integration of 3D
printing and printed electronics such as surface roughness, surface mismatch, and
temperature limitation. Another method developed is called dual material aerosol jet
printing (DMAJP), which can mix polymer and conductive filler material in different
ratios on the fly. This method can fabricate conductive tailorable nanocomposites in a
single piece and machine setup, which has a potential impact on soft robotics and nanoactuator research.
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Overview

Printed electronics (PE) technology has attracted signiﬁcant attention in recent years due
to its potential to simplify process steps and reduce costs when compared to conventional
photolithography. Conventional photolithography consists of multiple steps, including
thin film vapor deposition, photoresist deposition, masking, and wet etching. PE
technology, on the other hand, is a one-step deposition process with post-sintering (or
baking) to activate printed ink functionality. Figure 1 compares steps between the
conventional lithography process and PE technology.

Figure 1: Process Steps between a Conventional Process and a Printing process
Furthermore, PE technology can be readily scaled to large-area production with high
throughput with roll-to-roll printing. These features can be applied in a way that lowers
cost and offers flexibility for work in large areas. These features offer new ways to
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develop novel electronics and accelerate their use in other areas of research and
production. Examples include rapid prototyping, pilot production, small lot size
production, organic light emitting diodes, organic solar cells, thin-ﬁlm transistors, logic
circuits, radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) tags, and sensors.
Aerosol jet printing® (AJP) was developed in 2007 by Optomec, Inc., to fulfill the
increasing demand for miniature and flexible electronics. According to Thomson Reuters,
more than 500 journal papers were published in the last five years that use AJP
capabilities for research in the PE area. Compared with other PE technologies, such as
screen printing and inkjet printing, AJP has demonstrated superior capabilities, for
example, having a smaller feature size, thinner layer deposition, a larger pool of available
ink and substrate materials, non-planar printing capability, and a low processing
temperature. These advantages make AJP one of the most competitive manufacturing
technologies in the PE industry today.
The AJP process is also fast, flexible, and has a high tolerance for errors. It saves time for
circuit designers by directly converting patterns in CAD/CAM files into prototypes. It
also has a much wider range of inks and substrates. Most importantly, it greatly simplifies
the manufacturing process. Masking and screen-printing processes take several steps to
fabricate a circuit. Making a mask or a new screen can take days, even weeks. With the
AJP process, there is the possibility of turning what used to take weeks of prototyping
into hours. With this kind of improvement, it seems inevitable that the AJP process will
revolutionize the electronics industry.

2

1.2

Problem Statement & Objective

Although AJP possesses several unique capabilities, there are some limitations. AJP is
limited by not having in situ monitoring or control capabilities, which leads to
inconsistent performance in final products. To date, most AJP systems were installed in
laboratories or research centers for fundamental research, product design, and
prototyping. In spite of the increasing maturity of lab-scale fabrication, the lack of quality
control becomes a critical roadblock for this transformative technology to become a
viable production process. Using AJP for industrial applications involves complex system
interactions including printed materials, process parameters, environment, post treatment,
and device characterization. All of these require an in-depth understanding of the science
and engineering of AJP. Since AJP is a relatively new technology in the electronics
industry, the knowledge base is relatively limited. In addition, there are no wellestablished guidelines or standards to define the quality of printed electronic products.
Information is lacking on the stability of the printing process and lifetime performance of
printed devices.
Because of the complex multiphase fluid dynamics involved in an AJP system, the
quality of printed lines can be affected by uncertain factors presented by materials,
manufacturing processes, working environments, or even operators. Some of these
factors are constantly changing. For example, most types of ink used in AJP employ cosolvent systems for stabilization. Different volatility properties of solvents result in
different internal pressures inside the system during atomization. Adding a gas-washing
pretreatment can alleviate this issue. However, this increases the system complexity by
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introducing more variables into the process. With these uncertainties, the inconsistency in
line printing quality is almost inevitable.
Several researchers have been investigating the relationship between process parameters
and printed morphologies, as well as developing computational fluid dynamic models for
the deposition process. These investigations are based on the assumptions that the source,
or the atomization process, is stable over time. In reality, the atomization process is
changing from time to time and its behavior varies by the ink material compositions.
There is still a lack of monitoring tools that can report the process stability information
and communicate with maintenance staff requesting remedial action. The challenge of the
lack of monitoring strategies yields low completion rates at both the prototyping and
production levels. Large variation in the device performance is observed from batch to
batch. There is a more detailed review and discussion of current quality issues in the AJP
process in the next chapters.
The objective of this research consists of three major parts. In the first part, we explore
the capabilities of the AJP process for manufacturing innovative devices with novel
materials and advanced designs. Through the fabrication process, several manufacturing
challenges and limitations in AJP quality control are identified. In the second part, we
created a series of engineering methods and establish a knowledge base to address these
drawbacks through statistical process control tools. In the third part, we discover and
develop new process methods that can move AJP capability to another emerging
advanced manufacturing area such as 3D printing and nanocomposite fabrication.

4

1.3

Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews existing literature related to printed
electronic technologies, their quality control, process modeling and device applications.
Chapter 3 introduces the research structure and methodology for this thesis topic. Chapter
4 introduces two representative applications of AJP for demonstrating its unique
capabilities, as well as identifying the fabrication variation and limitations in developing
these applications. The applications include a printed ammonia gas sensor for hazardous
environment detection, and a transmission line for a D-band wireless application. Chapter
5 introduces process monitoring strategies for the AJP process, which includes an imagebased quality metrics for printed line morphologies, a vibration-based signal analysis for
atomization process monitoring, and a design of experiment for investigating process
parameters. Chapter 6 explores new manufacturing processes based on AJP. Two novel
process methods were developed for extending the AJP capability to emerging advanced
manufacturing fields, including 3D printing and nanocomposite fabrication. Chapter 7
summarizes the thesis and introduces future research direction.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Printed Electronic Technologies

Printing technologies such as screen printing, gravure printing, flexography printing, and
offset printing have been applied to conventional electronics fabrication for a long time.
They have also been applied to the manufacturing processes of many advanced PE
products. Depending on the nature of the PE product, a suitable choice of manufacturing
method has to be made regarding the ink, substrate, designed device structure, pattern
geometry, manufacturing speed, yield, quality, and production cost.
PE technologies can be generally categorized into two major groups based on how the ink
is ejected and deposited: contact printing and non-contact printing [1]. Figure 2 shows the
sub-categories of the printing electronic process. Each technology has its own advantages
and disadvantages. Contact printing is best suited for low-resolution and high-throughput
applications. Non-contact printing is flexible in design and uses less material. It is more
suitable for rapid prototyping and novel sensor development. The throughput of noncontact printing is typically lower than that of contact printing. However, the feasibility
of scaling a non-contact printing process has been proven with a parallel nozzle array [2].
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Figure 2: Printing Technology Categories
2.1.1

Screen Printing

Screen printing is a very mature technology for printed electronics and has been adopted
for use in making printed circuit boards (PCB), interconnect fabrications, and printing
current collectors for solar cells. The process of screen printing is illustrated in Figure 3.
A squeegee forces ink through a screen to create patterns on a target substrate. After
transfer, the ink remains in the voids and the screen is lifted. Screen printing has been
used for fabricating numerous printed electronic devices including organic thin film
transistors [3], photovoltaics [4-6], and sensors [7, 8].
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Figure 3: Screen Printing Process [9]
2.1.2

Gravure Printing

Gravure printing is a promising technology for printing devices that require higher
resolutions than screen printing can provide. A schematic of gravure printing is shown in
Figure 4. Gravure printing is used in industries that require high-quality and high-speed
printing such as the magazine industry and the printing of currency. The working
mechanism for gravure printing begins with a cylinder patterned with cavities called a
print roller going through an ink reservoir to coat the cylinder uniformly. A doctor blade
removes the excess ink outside of the cavities. The gravure cylinder or impression roller
then presses onto a target substrate to transfer the desired pattern. The gravure process
has high throughput and high resolution. It is suited for large area and low cost device
fabrication. Several researchers have demonstrated using gravure printing for fabricating
printed electronic devices including electrodes [10], transistors [11], RFIDs [12], and
indium tin oxide (ITO) [13]. Novel 2D materials, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene,
were also printed using gravure printing [14, 15].
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Figure 4: Gravure Printing Process
2.1.3

Inkjet Printing

Inkjet printing is a drop-on-demand additive printing technology. Unlike screen and
gravure printing, inkjet printing does not require a patterned stencil or cylinder. Instead,
digital layout files are used to define the printing patterns. In inkjet printing, the printing
head moves along the stage as drops are jetted onto the substrate. There are three
primarily energy sources that used for droplet creation: heat, piezoelectric deflection and
electrical field. Figure 5(a) described a heat generated inkjet method. A heating element
is warmed and vaporized nearby ink which creates a pressure wave that forces a droplet
out of a nozzle. A major drawback to this method is that the inks used must be
compatible with the temperature pulses which limited the variety of the ink selection. An
alternative method is piezoelectric jetting (Figure 5(b)). With this method, a piezoelectric
plate is deformed by an applied electric field. This deformation creates an acoustic wave
and forces out ink droplet. This jetting method can work with a wide range of inks of
intermediate viscosity and surface tension.
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The third jetting method is electrohydrodynamic printing which is capable to create tiny
jetted drops and fabricate highest resolution printing circuits. Electrohydrodynamic uses
an electric field between a pendant drop of ink at the jetting nozzle and the substrate to
deform the meniscus of this nozzle drop and force a small drop from its nadir as shown in
figure 5(c).

Figure 5: Inkjet Printing Process (a) thermal bubble, (b) piezoelectric, and (c)
electrohydrodynamic [16]
Inkjet printing has been widely adopted in many printing electronics research groups
because of the low cost of inkjet printers and the flexibility to work on different
materials. Inkjet printing has been used to fabricate thin film transistor (TFT) consisting
of zinc oxide (ZnO) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as the active device region and gate
dielectric, respectively[17]. An inkjet printing and vacuum drying process can be used to
develop a high performance n-channel transistor that has a uniform amorphous C60
Fullerene[18]. Resistors, capacitors and inductors are developed using inkjet printing on
polyimide substrate with various functional inks [19-22]. Recently, carbon nanotubes and
graphene materials were successfully printed using inkjet technology for flexible
transistors and advance sensors [23, 24].
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2.1.4

Aerosol Jet® Printing

Aerosol jet printing is a relatively new non-contact printing method in printed electronics.
In the aerosol jet printing process, functional inks are aerosolized with an atomizer. A gas
stream is used as carrier gas to direct aerosol particles toward the deposition head. A
sheath gas flow is used in the deposition head to aerodynamically focus the aerosol flow.
Figure 6 shows a schematic of aerosol jet printing. The AJP process consists of three
major steps: 1) Atomization step for generating aerosolized particles; 2) Deposition
process for controlling deposition flow rates; and 3) Post treatment step for activating ink
functionality through thermal, laser, or UV.
One important benefit for AJP is the long standoff distance between the printing head and
the substrates. Therefore, the substrate does not have to be planar in order to print the
desired pattern on it. The only limitation for the substrate being used in AJP is mostly
governed by the ink properties. The limitations on the ink for AJP are the physical and
chemical properties that enable the ink to be atomized. A range of materials have been
developed and used for printing conductors, semiconductors and dielectrics.
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Figure 6: Aerosol Jet Printing Process
2.2

Major Challenges in Printed Electronics and Aerosol Jet® Printing

The field of PE is fast evolving with the newest material technologies and mechanical
engineering technologies. One reflection of this is the rapid expansion of the range of
materials PE technologies can process. Piezoelectric inks, semiconductor inks, biological
inks, and other functional inks have been added to this set in recent years. The viscosity
of the ink is also less of a limitation with the newly developed processes. For example,
aerosol jet printing, which is one of the newest members of PE technologies, can
theoretically process inks with any viscosity within a range of 1 cP to 3000 cP, whereas
inkjet printing typically requires the ink viscosity to be between 8-12 cP. However, there
are still a number of considerations regarding printability when choosing an ink for a PE
process [25, 26].
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2.2.1

Ink Dispersion Stability

One serious consideration for choosing an ink material is its stability [27, 28]. The
majority of inks for PE processes are in a form of suspension, such as metallic
nanoparticle inks, ceramic inks, and carbon-based nanomaterial inks. To disperse the
nanoparticles homogeneously, an appropriate solvent must be identified. Usually,
surfactants are also needed to keep the nanoparticles in suspension from re-aggregating.
However, surfactants can adversely affect the properties of printed devices, especially the
electrical conductivity. The dilemma is that surfactants are required to separate
nanoparticles in the ink, but aren’t desired in the final product where the nanoparticles are
supposed to be in touch with each other without barriers. Even with surfactants,
agglomeration is destined to happen in most suspension inks. This leads to the most
common problem with PE machines: nozzle clogging. Because of the size of
nanoparticles and possible agglomerates, the reduction in diameter of the printing nozzle
is limited; therefore, the print resolution is also limited. A possible solution to this issue is
to develop solution inks to replace suspension inks, like the particle-free reactive silver
ink developed by Lewis, et al. This ink can print through 100 nm nozzles, which is one
order of magnitude smaller than the suspension inks.
Another challenge with the inks is the material lifetime [29]. Some inks, or the solvents
of the inks, are reactive when exposed to light, moisture, oxygen, or heat sources. After
synthesis, the content of those inks are continuously changing. This makes the
performance of printed devices unpredictable. It is even a larger problem when
considering the supply chain of the entire PE industry. There are some good formulas for
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conventional metallic inks that have been tested in the market for many years. However,
it is a very common issue among newly developed inks, especially biological inks.
Other than the issues with the materials, there are other challenges in the printing
processes like the registration of printed patterns for multi-layer devices [30]. For
precisely designed electronics, the layout of different layers has to overlap exactly in
order for the device to work properly. However, the running part needs to be taken out
from the printing machine for sintering/drying/curing after each layer is printed.
Positioning errors are inevitable, even with the best part handling system, because of the
precision limits of the printing stage and the dimension change of the printed pattern after
sintering/drying/curing. There are some image-based systems for registration, but the
improvements are not satisfactory.
2.2.2

Inks and Substrates Mismatch

The inks and substrates used in PE devices cause many issues at the process level. For
example, the sintering/drying/curing of a certain ink has to be compatible with the
thermal tolerances of the corresponding substrate. This is an important issue in 3D
printing/printed electronics integration as many 3D printable materials are plastics with a
low working temperature. Conductive inks usually require high temperature postprocessing. To solve this problem, research has been done on transferring printed patterns
from a temporary, high-temperature substrate to the destiny surfaces using the differences
in surface energies [31]. Another possible solution is to develop low temperature
sintering conductive inks.
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2.2.3

Quality Control and Repeatability of Aerosol Jet Printing

The uniformity of the printed pattern is another issue with the processes, especially the
direct-write processes. The lines printed by PE processes often have ill-defined edges,
discontinuity, overspray, etc., as shown in Figure 7. The areas filled by those lines,
therefore, have voids, uneven thickness, rough surface, etc. Many of these are not
effectively controlled in current practice, which leads to another challenge - quality
control and repeatability.

Figure 7: Uniformity issues in printed lines. (a) A typical printed line by aerosol jet
printing; (b) voids and ill-defined edges; (c) overspray; (d) discontinuity [32]
Compared to conventional electronics manufacturing, PE technologies are far below the
current standards of quality control in the industry. The poor repeatability of printed
electronics devices is a combined effect of many factors, such as unstable inks, substrate
wettability, defects in printed patterns, ink/substrate adhesion, dynamic machine
condition, uncontrolled printing atmosphere, etc. With the development of in situ
monitoring technology and automatic process control methodologies, the repeatability of
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PE technologies is expected to gradually improve with the amount of ongoing research
being done.
Several researchers have studied the evolution of line morphology by adjusting the AJP
parameters that are controllable. Goth et al. [33] first studied aerosol jet printed silver
lines and revealed the relationship between the width of the printed lines and the process
parameters, three adjustable ﬂow rates and the stage speed.

Figure 8 shows the

correlation between line width and flow settings for two different print velocities. It
shows that the printed line width increases when the flow control parameters also rise.

Figure 8: Line width relationship with flow settings [33]
Verheecke et al. [34] also studied aerosol jet printing with a pneumatic atomizer and
developed a process window of the three gas ﬂow rates to produce conductive lines with
well-defined edges. A qualitative chart was developed to determine printed line quality
attributes. They also developed a simple quantitative analysis to characterize line width
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and edge smoothness. Mahajan et al. [35] systematically studied the relationship between
process variables and silver line geometry and developed a simple process model. The
effects of flow rate parameters and their effects on geometrical and electrical properties
of aerosol jet printed lines were also investigated. The effect of independently increasing
each of the process variables on printed line geometry is summarized in Table 1. The
operability window and process regime for AJP are shown in Figure 9.

Table 1: Effect of process variable on printed width and thickness [35]

Figure 9: Aerosol Jet Processing Window [35]
Moreover, Seifert et al.[36] compared three basic deposition patterns between inkjet and
aerosol jet printing and investigated their shape, width, and electrical conductivity
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difference. Several characteristics between inkjet printing and AJP are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2: Characteristic comparison between Inkjet printing and Aerosol Jet
printing [36]

Although these studies addressed the concern of line quality, they were limited to
qualitative descriptions of printed lines. In order to monitor, optimize, and eventually
control the AJP process, it is critical to establish quantifiers for printed line quality. In
this thesis, an image-based method was developed to extract several geometrical
quantifiers, including line width, overspray, continuity, and density from microscope
images.
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2.3

Summary

In Chapter 2.1, we review current popular printed electronic technologies and discuss
their basic working principles and applications in both research and industrial fields.
Among these printed electronic technologies, AJP shows several unique benefits such as
fine feature size, wide material selections, and conformal printing. It is also a digital
manufacturing process that can direct fabricate different device design with CAD file.
Therefore, it has been selected as our platform to develop applications in advanced
sensing and manufacturing. However, there exists challenges in current printed electronic
technologies and some of the challenges are specifically identified in the AJP process.
Chapter 2.2 reviews current issues and state-of-art solutions in ink dispersion stability,
ink substrate mismatch, and quality control.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Exploratory Device Application

The first section of this research are explored two device applications that use the unique
capabilities of AJP process. The first application is a carbon nanotube ammonia sensor.
Carbon nanotube (CNT) is a promising material for gas sensing due to its large surface
area and high sensitivity and selectivity toward gas molecules. However, the
manufacturing process suffers from the non-uniform drying effect (coffee ring effect) of
CNT solutions, which is a major hurdle for a CNT-based sensor to be fabricated at an
industrial scale. The AJP process provides an opportunity to eliminate the coffee ring
effect due to very small sized droplets forming from the atomization process. The droplet
size in the AJP process is usually around 0.001-0.005 pl. In contrast, the inkjet process
usually has droplet sizes around 1-80 pl. By precisely controlling the substrate
temperature, an AJP printed droplet can evaporate efficiently to minimize the coffee ring
effect. Although the AJP process has advantages in reducing coffee ring effect, the
droplet output volume changes when printing large sensor arrays, which results in
variation in the sensing film thickness and resistance.
The second application is a printed 3D transmission line. The traditional desired
fabrication for transmission line is the photolithography process. It is an expensive and
complex process, and it is limited in material and fabrication facilities. In recent years,
researchers have reported using inkjet printing for fabricating a 25 GHz transmission line.
However, a fabrication limitation was found when fabricating transmission line structures
at a D-band frequency (110 GHz and 170 GHz). At D-band frequency, the surface
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roughness is comparable with the skin depth of printed conductors, which leads to large
signal loss in the transmission. The AJP process can print 10-20 μm features with
uniform layer thickness, which enables the opportunities to fabricate transmission line
structure in D-band frequency. However, the control of the printed line morphologies is a
challenge at the sub-100 μm printing. Overspray and edge roughness needs to be
minimized along with precise line width control. Without comprehensively understanding
the relationship between machine parameters and line morphologies, the yields of the
device are very low.
Through the fabrication of the two novel devices above, we demonstrated that the AJP
process: 1) lacks tools to monitor the stability of the process; and 2) lacks a knowledge
base on the relationship between process parameters and printed line quality. Therefore,
we developed a set of tools using industrial engineering knowledge to overcome the
identified problems, which leads to our next research task.
3.2

Process Monitoring of AJP

The quality control issues of AJP have been brought up in several pieces of literature as
discussed in the literature review.

Several research groups have investigated the

relationship between process parameters and line morphologies through a trial and error
method, the design of experiments, and computational fluid dynamic simulation.
However, these investigations usually assume that the underlying atomization process is
stable and its droplet output is constant over time. However, it has been observed through
experiments in fabricating exploratory devices that the status of the atomization changes
over time. Furthermore, different inks result in a different atomization status profile due
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to the ink viscosity, vapor pressure, and other physical properties. It is difficult to reuse
the optimal parameters from the literature. What’s worse, the parameters identified from
previous experiments may have a different printing result. These drawbacks make
operating the AJP printer heavily experience dependent and require immediate parameter
adjustment from the operator. Furthermore, current assessments of printed line
morphology are qualitative, not quantitative. In order to facilitate the modeling and
process optimization, a quantitative method that characterizes printed line qualities is
essential. To develop monitoring and quality assessment tools for the AJP process, a
systematic approach was used.
First, a vibration-based atomization process monitoring platform was developed for
observing the atomization status from vibration signal. An aerosol particle analyzer was
used to measure the particle size distribution and mass density for validating the
effectiveness of the previous vibration based monitoring platform. From the atomization
process monitoring, the process time window can be estimated for different inks and
machine conditions. This also serves as a benchmark that ensures the stability of the
atomization process when conducting design of experiments to find optimal machine
parameters.
An image-based method for line feature extraction was also developed for establishing
quantitative output. Three major features are evaluated: line width, line edge roughness,
and overspray index. Different device applications require different printed line
conditions. For example, the line width is critical for strain sensor application because it
directly affects the conductivity of the sensor. On the other hand, thin film transistor
usually involves tiny gap (<30 µm) between source and drain electrodes which requires
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minimizing the overspray index to prevent potential short circuit. The image-based line
feature extraction method not only provides the quantitative outputs that facilitate
building the optimization models but also has the potential to be integrated into the AJP
process to provide real-time quality information. Once we can effectively monitor the
atomization process, the droplet output variation can be minimized. Optimization of the
AJP machine parameters can be evaluated through a design of experiments method. From
here, two important factors are investigated, 1) the stable process time from atomization
monitoring, and 2) the machine parameters that meet the target line width or minimize
the overspray.
3.3

Novel Processing Methods

Although aerosol jet printing has demonstrated its capabilities in various flexible
electronic applications. There is still a need to develop a new processing method of AJP
for emerging areas such as nanocomposite fabrication, 3D printing, and biomedical
applications. In the third task of this research, two novel processing methods are
introduced to further extend AJP capabilities to new research areas. In the first section,
we introduce a facile method that integrated printed sensors into 3D printing objects. 3D
printing has drawn a lot of interest in both industry and academia in recent years. This
capability brings freedom to the process of designing and fabricating complex geometric
structures. However, 3D printing applications are mostly limited to passive mechanical
components without built-in functionality. However, there are some challenges that
hinder the integration. A major challenge of depositing conductive inks onto 3D printed
parts is the need for a high level of surface roughness. For most 3D printing processes,
especially the extrusion-based process such as FDM, small ‘trenches’ are formed in the
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direction the printer is moving across the surface. When liquid inks are used, the ink
spreads into the trenches under the capillary effect and causes wicking. Additional
surface polishing is usually required before depositing conductive inks. Another
challenge in using conductive inks is the elevated sintering temperature required for most
situations. Most polymeric materials have heat deflection and glass transition
temperatures that are below the optimal sintering temperature required for the printing
process. Lower sintering temperatures result in high electrical resistivity of printed
features, which is undesirable for most applications. We developed a facile method called
the print-stick-peel (PSP) process that overcomes the above-mentioned challenges. The
PSP process does not require any fabrication on the target 3D-printed substrate, so it
circumvents the fabrication challenges of surface roughness and sintering temperature.
The printed patterns are first printed on a low surface energy substrate that has a high
glass transition temperature. Then the printed patterns are sintered at a desired
temperature. Finally, the conductive patterns are transferred on using the self-adhesion of
3D-printed structures or additional adhesives. This new method takes advantage of both
AJP and 3D printing. It also provides a practical manufacturing technique for making
multifunctional smart structures.
In the second section, a novel dual material fabrication method was developed for
conductive

tailorable

nanocomposite

fabrication.

Conventional

methods

for

manufacturing nanocomposites require dispersing conductive nano-fillers (e.g CNT and
carbon black) into polymeric solutions. However, the process is a challenge because even
a small percentage of CNT would greatly increase the viscosity of the polymeric solution.
Worse yet, dispersion-based fabrication often yields a heterogeneous distribution of
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CNTs in the polymer matrix due to its tendency to agglomerate in the solution.
Performance improvement with inserted CNTs is limited by the low loading and poor
homogeneity of the polymer matrix. This represents the current bottleneck in creating
high-performance conductive nanocomposites. We demonstrate a novel fabrication
method of conductive nanocomposite that is based on dual-material AJP (DMAJP). The
demonstrated DMAJP fabrication method of nanocomposite bypasses the challenging
dispersion process that hinders conventional fabrication methods when using
commercially available CNT and polymer solution products as raw materials. In addition,
atomization, aerosol mixing, and aerosol deposition are all potentially scalable. Thus, this
relatively facile, cost-effective fabrication method is a promising option that can be
adopted by industry level, full-scale manufacturers. Moreover, the additive nature of AJP
grants it unique advantages over existing methods. Such advantages include the ease of
patterning, affiliation with mass customization, high feature resolution, and designable,
varying intra-part CNT loading levels, etc.
In summary, the research structure of this thesis is depicted in Figure 10. Starting from
exploratory device applications, two novel devices were fabricated to demonstrate the
unique capabilities of the AJP process. At this stage, key challenges in process control
were also identified. The next stage was to develop process monitoring tools and apply
process optimization methods to overcome the identified limitations. Finally, two novel
process methods were developed to extend the AJP capabilities into emerging advanced
manufacturing areas.
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Figure 10: Thesis Research Structure
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

EXPLORATORY DEVICE APPLICATIONS

Overview

In chapter 4, two exploratory device applications are presented. The first application is a
carbon nanotube-based (CNT) ammonia gas sensor printed using the AJP process. The
benefit of using the AJP process for printing CNT-based material is that it can
dramatically minimize the coffee ring effect, which renders uniform printed sensing film.
However, there are a quality issues when printing multiple layers that take a longer time.
We identified the root cause for this problem, which is the instability of the atomization
process. In Chapter 5, we developed a vibration-based online monitoring method to
address this problem. The second application is a high frequency D-band transmission
line fabrication. The dimension of D-band transmission line is usually less than 50 μm
which is challenging for traditional printed electronic methods. We successfully
fabricated a multilayered D-band structure with the minimum dimension of 10 μm using
the AJP process. It is still a challenge to control AJP printed line width with such a small
tolerance. Other fabrication challenges, such as overspray and edge roughness, also need
to be considered. We adopted a design of experiment (DoE) method to investigate the
relationship between process parameters and printed line quality and a way for the
printed process to be effectively controlled. Detail results for quality index and the DoE
method will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.2
4.2.1

Carbon Nanotube-based Ammonia Gas Sensor
Introduction

Ammonia gas sensing is required for many applications, including industrial monitoring,
environmental control, and toxic gas detection on the battlefield. In the past decade,
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) became a promising sensing material for researchers due to
their excellent electrical and mechanical properties, and in particular, their large surface
area that can increase the contact of gas molecules. Gas sensors based on CNT sensing
film can provide high sensitivity, high resolution, and fast response compared to
traditional semiconductor gas sensors.
Although CNTs possess many superior properties for gas sensing, the transducer
industries have not yet widely adopted their use because of the complexity of the
manufacturing process of CNT-based gas sensors. Currently, there are two major
methods for employing CNT as a gas-sensing layer. The first is an as-grown method to
directly grow CNTs on the sensing platform through chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
The CVD method consists of complex and time consuming processing steps. And,
because of its production rate, it is hard to meet industry demands. The other method is
direct depositing the CNT solution through a micro-pipettor, spray coater, or inkjet
printer. This depositing method is simple and scalable. However, there are issues in terms
of repeatability due to the drying mechanism involved in the solution process. The drying
step causes a phenomenon called the coffee ring effect. The coffee ring effect is a pattern
left by a puddle of particle-laden liquid after it evaporates, and is so named because it
resembles the characteristic ring-like deposit left by a wet coffee mug. The pattern forms
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because of a capillary flow induced by the differential evaporation rates across the drop.
These drawbacks result in variations in device performance and properties from batch to
batch, making sensor characterization difficult. Therefore, several researchers have put
their efforts towards reducing the coffee ring effect by, for example, using surface
treatment, changing solution content, or manipulating particle shape, etc. However, these
methods cannot fundamentally solve the drying problem because there are many different
substrates and nanoparticle solutions available in the application. The AJP process
provides an opportunity of eliminating the coffee ring effect because of the small size of
the droplets it forms in the atomization process. The droplet size in the AJP process is
usually around 0.001-0.005 pl. In contrast, the inkjet process usually has droplets sizes
around 1-80 pl. By precisely controlling the substrate temperature, an AJP printed droplet
can be evaporated efficiently to minimize the coffee ring effect. Although the AJP
process has advantages in reducing coffee ring effect, the droplet output volume is not
stable. It has been observed from our past experiments that the droplet output volume
drifts when printing large sensor layouts. CNT-based sensors require multiple passes to
deposit sensing materials. Therefore, a long processing time is needed. This results in
variations in the sensing film thickness and resistance. Monitoring the atomization
process provides information about the duration of a stable processing time, which can
reduce variations in performance. In this section, a CNT-based sensor was fabricated and
performance was demonstrated. The printed sensors show excellent sensing properties for
ammonia gas and should be able to detect very low concentrations of ammonia.
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4.2.2

Experiment Setup

The electrodes for the sensor platform were fabricated with a micro-fabrication
technology placed on a silicon wafer. First, the photo-resist (SU8) was spin-coated on the
substrate to define the electrode area after photolithography. Then the adhesion layer and
the gold electrode layer were sputtered on the wafer. Finally, the electrode arrays were
fabricated with a lift-off technique. The gap distance between electrodes was ~15 μm. An
image of the sensor platform is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Interdigital sensor platforms on silicon wafers
The dispersion of carbon nanotubes was prepared using the following steps. Poly(maminobenzene sulfonic acid) single wall nanotubes (SWNT-PABS) was used for the gas
sensing material. SWNT-PABS is a water-soluble nanotube-polymer compound, formed
by covalently bonding the polymer (PABS) to SWNTs via amide functionalization. The
SWNT-PABS in powder form was purchased from Carbon Solutions Inc., Riverside, CA.
The aqueous dispersion of SWNT-PABS was prepared by dispersing ionic water with a
concentration of 5mg/ml. Subsequently, the suspension was sonicated using an ultrasonic
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bath for four hours. The SWNT-PABS dispersion was deposited onto the electrode area
by the AJP process. A uniform network of SWNT-PABS bridged the electrode gap after
the solution evaporated.
4.2.3

Results and Discussion

4.2.3.1 The Coffee Ring Effect
The coffee ring effect is undesirable for devices fabricated by a solution method. It is
very difficult to eliminate by traditional solution casting methods. The AJP process
provides an opportunity to eliminate the coffee ring effect because the atomization
process produces small sized droplets. By precisely controlling the substrate temperature,
an AJP printed droplet can evaporate efficiently and minimizes the coffee ring effect.
Therefore, the printed SWNT-PABS can form a homogeneous network between
electrodes. Figure 12 shows the difference between the SWNT-PABS ink on the wafer
after evaporation by using an inkjet and AJP process. Severe agglomerated particles are
observed on the substrate that used the inkjet method. On the other hand, the AJP printed
sensing film shows a homogeneous distribution of the SWNT-PABS network.

Figure 12: Comparison of coffee ring effect between inkjet and aerosol jet
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4.2.3.2 Layers and Resistance
To study the effect of printed layers on the electrical performance, 10 samples with
different printed layers were prepared. Figure 13 shows the electrical resistance of the
sensors by different numbers of SWNT-PABS printed layers. The electrical resistance
ranges from 106 to 102 ohms. The resistance decreased significantly with the increase in
the number of printed layers. After 12 printed layers, the resistance is around 800 ohms
and there is no significant resistance decrease when depositing more layers. The variation
of the resistance also increases with more printed layers. That occurs because multiple
layers require longer processing time, which exceeds the ideal process time. Therefore,
the droplet output was degraded resulting in resistance variation.

Figure 13: Resistance versus a different number of printed layers
4.2.3.3 Sensor Performance
To demonstrate the performance of the SWNT-PABS gas sensor, we examined the
response of the sensors to different concentrations of NH3. The resistivity response of the
gas sensors was tested with a data acquisition board (NI-9219) (National Instruments
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Corp.), which sent the resistance reading to a computer and displayed it in a LabVIEW
program. Different concentrations of NH3 gas in parts per million (ppm) range was
released into the testing chamber. The resistance of the printed sensor increased along
with each step increase in the NH3 concentration as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Resistance response in different ammonia gas concentrations
The baseline resistance is measured under dry compressed air and the recorded resistance
is around 700 ohms. The resistance increased to 1100 ohms when the NH3 concentration
was 200 ppm. The sensors showed a fast response time and recovery time that was
around 90 seconds. The sensitivity of the sensor is determined by a function of deviation
of resistance change upon baseline resistance as shown in equation 1:

S

Rg  R0
R0

(1)

where S is the sensitivity, Rg is the sensor's resistance under NH3 and R0 is the sensor's
resistance under dry air. Figure 15 shows the sensitivity under different NH3
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concentration. The sensitivity shows an almost linear response at concentration range 10
ppm to 100 ppm. At a higher concentration range (>100 ppm), the sensitivity is saturated.

Figure 15: Sensitivity of gas sensor in different ammonia concentration
4.2.4

Conclusion

We demonstrated a reliable approach to fabricating ammonia gas sensors with SWNTPABS. The sensor shows excellent sensitivity toward low concentration NH3 gas. The
variation in sensor performance regarding resistivity was reduced by 48% by controlling
the printing in the best operation window. The response of the fabricated sensors was
rapid and reversible. The sensors could be useful for various applications. This process of
printing reliable sensors has the potential to be scaled up and meet the industrial
requirements.
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4.3

Low-Loss 3-D Multilayer Transmission Lines and Interconnects Fabricated by
AJP

4.3.1

Introduction

Additive manufacturing technologies have been progressively expanded into RF
applications during the last decade. Up to now, additive technologies have been reported
in literature for the fabrication of low-frequency passive circuits, as well as active
components, including antennas [37], [38], inductors [39], and sensors [40]. Packing
technologies in 3D structures for multichip modules are extremely important in
millimeter (mm)-wave systems. With the development of advanced monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), there is optimism about being able to achieve
the heterogeneous integration of different technologies (logic, memory, RF, analog,
MEMS, etc.), which are enabled by high-performance and compact system-in-package or
system-on-package (SOP) solutions.
However, there are several challenges remaining in the formation of via-holes, substrate
thickness uncertainty, and misalignment of multilayer stacks that limits the applications
in single-layer interconnections. There is little comprehensive research on vertical
interconnections through the use of additive manufacturing. Liang et al. [41] reported on
a microstrip line (MS) structure with vertical transition through vias with a diameter of 2
mm. Lopes et al. [42] reported on a 3D packaging structure by a combination of FDM
and microdispensing to achieve crossover interconnection.
On the other hand, mm-wave and sub mm-wave applications, where accuracies down to
10-20 μm are typically required [43], place strict constraints on acceptable tolerances of
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the printing technologies. To date, the minimum linewidth of inkjet printing is around 25
μm due to nozzle technologies [44]. However, there are bottlenecks in finding ways to
reduce the dimension of the nozzle. What is more, the clogging issue that happens during
the operation of inkjet printers is disrupting mass manufacturing processes. Although
some reports have solved some of the fabrication issues, so far there isn’t any literature
that addresses all of the stringent requirements [45, 46]. Therefore, highly accurate and
cost-effective fabrication of mm-wave circuits by additive printing technology is still
very challenging.
AJP provides an alternative method in overcoming these limitations, providing fine
resolution, multifunction for multilayer stacking, self-alignment, and wide material
options. AJP has been proven effective in fabricating passive electronic components such
as resistors, capacitors, antennas, sensors, and thin-film transistors. Components can also
be printed onto 3D surfaces, eliminating the need for a separate substrate, and thereby
reducing the size, thickness, and weight of the end product [47].
In this section, the AJP technique is used to demonstrate 3D multilayer transmission lines
and interconnects with embedded vias up to 40 GHz with a high resolution. Dual
materials, i.e., silver ink and polyimide, are printed with AJP to form a complete 3D
structure. The materials and fabrication process are reported. This work demonstrates the
feasibility of RF/mm-wave multilayer front-ends with vertical interconnects through
multilayer stacking by the AJP printing technique.
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4.3.2

Fabrication

As one of the additive manufacturing fabrication methods, AJP can dramatically reduce
costs compared with traditional lithography methods. The AJP-based fabrication is
carried out under atmospheric conditions, thus, eliminating the need for expensive clean
room facilities and expert laborers, all of which have major impacts on the total cost.
Besides, it uses an additive fabrication process that deposits materials only on desired
areas, thus, reducing waste produced in traditional IC and microelectromechanical system
fabrication. The general operation principle of the aerosol jet process is already described
in Chapter 2. AJP is compatible with a wide range of materials options, including
dielectric, semiconductive and conductive inks. The other unique capability is that AJP
can process dual materials with a single machine setup. In addition, AJP also provides a
high level of accuracy with layer thickness control and designers do not need to rely on
the available substrates in the market. This gives much more flexibility to design 3D
structures on demand, e.g., creating non-uniform thickness substrate, vias, and cavities.
Furthermore, this machine benefits multilayer printing in terms of its inherently accurate
alignment function that can be controlled within 1 μm.
A silver nanoparticle suspension in hydrocarbon solvent was purchased from UT Dots
with 25–60 wt% silver nanoparticle in hydrocarbon solution. The polyimide is 15%–16%
pyromellitic dianhydride-co-4, 4’-oxydianiline (poly) in N-methyl-2- pyrrolidone (NMP)
solution, and additional NMP solution is mixed into this solution with 2:1 ratio. After
fully curing, the dielectric constant of polyimide is 3.5 and the loss tangent is 0.008. The
minimum feature sizes and the thickness accuracy by AJP are 80 μm with polyimide and
10 μm with silver ink. Each printed layer is 0.65 ± 0.05 μm. The surface roughness of
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polyimide does not increase linearly along deposition layers. When printing a polyimide
layer with a thickness of less than 5 μm, the surface roughness was less than 0.5 μm,
while the surface roughness was approximately 2 μm for 60 μm-thick polyimide.

Figure 16: Relationship between the thickness and the number of printed layers
Figure 16 shows that the linear relationship between the thickness of the polyimide and
the corresponding number of layers cannot be kept beyond 30 layers. This is because the
thick sample prevented the solvent from escaping. Therefore, a process to fully cure the
sample is required with each 20 μm polyimide (30 layers). On the other hand, a detailed
curing condition analysis for the silver ink is given here since the resistivity of the silver
ink determines the final RF performance. The silver ink could be either cured in an oven
or by the laser embedded in the AJP system for consecutive printing tasks. In this work,
the curing step was performed in an oven. Its sheet resistance was measured by a fourpoint probe method with a Keithley 2400 source meter. The relationship between the
sheet resistances of the silver ink versus various numbers of layers at a curing
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temperature of 150 °C is given in Figure 17 (a). It indicates that the resistance became
relatively stable after 60 minutes of curing. Figure 17 (b) shows the relationship between
the sheet resistance and the temperature after 60 minutes of curing, and it was found that
the silver ink became fully cured when the temperature was higher than 150 °C. These
curing tests set the curing conditions: the samples were kept in an oven at a temperature
of 200 °C for an hour for the circuit fabrication. After the silver ink was fully cured, the
sheet resistance was found to be 0.03 Ω/□. The conductivity of the silver ink is 5.13×106
S/m, which is less than 10% of that of the copper. The interconnects with a feature size of
10 μm on the LCP substrate and nonplanar plastics ABS are also shown in Figure 18.
This indicates that such a fine feature size pattern has great flexibility on a number of
substrates. The printing time depends on the pattern area. For the conductive traces, it
takes ∼1 min/layer. For the substrate by polyimide and the ground by silver ink, it takes
∼5 min/layer. Figure 19 shows via-holes formed by AJP with a hole pattern in AutoCAD.
First, a layer of silver ink was printed. Then 100 μm-thick polyimide was printed layer by
layer with the via-hole area empty. Afterward, the silver ink was deposited into the viahole area to fill the vias. It indicates that the outer diameter of the holes is close to the
pattern as 500 μm with a deviation of less than 2%. The overspray of the polyimide
merges vias, and the inner diameter of the vias is 150±10 μm. The inner diameter of the
vias depends on the thickness of the deposition and printing parameters such as printing
speed, temperature, and sheath gas flow rate. These are the reasons that it is necessary for
a processing control approach to achieve the vertical interconnection when the width of
interconnection is in the order of 10 μm.
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Figure 17: (a) Sheet resistance of the silver ink with a various number of layers
versus the curing time at a temperature of 150°. (b) Sheet resistance of the silver ink
with a various number of layers versus the curing temperature after 60 min of
curing

Figure 18: Photographs of the printed single-layer silver ink transmission lines and
the printed pattern on (a) glass [48], (b) LCP [48], (c) ABS

Figure 19: Microscope image of the hole formed by the AJP technique
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4.3.3

Design of Transmission Line

To measure samples with RF probes, a CPW-to-MS-to-SL transition was designed.
Multiple layers were stacked for interconnect routing, and the structure was detailed (See
Figure 20 (a). The whole structure consists of five layers, including two transitions:
CPW-to-MS and MS-to-SL. The dimension values of CPW, MS, and SL are calculated
by the LineCalc in Agilent advanced design system (ADS). In the CPW-to-MS transition
section, the width of the CPW signal strip (90 μm) is gradually increased to match the
width of the MS (110 μm). At the same time, the gap between the ground planes and the
signal line is widened to retain a 50Ω characteristic impedance to avoid sharp
discontinuities and minimize reflections [49]. This transition is a planar transition with
the signal line continuing on the same plane. To provide vertical interconnection, the MSto-SL transition is developed. Instead of the 90° vertical via conventionally deployed in
[50] and [51], the proposed one in Figure 20: (a) Multilayer interconnect structure. (b)
Details of the vertical transition from SL to MS line consists of an inclined metal sheet
tapering from 110 μm (the width of the MS signal line) to 19 μm (the width of the SL
signal line).
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Figure 20: (a) Multilayer interconnect structure. (b) Details of the vertical transition
from SL to MS line
The fabrication process to build this multilayer structure is described in Figure 21. First, a
silver ink layer as layer 1 was printed as the bottom ground followed by layer 2
constituting polyimide. The two sides of layer 2 were 40 μm thick and served as the
overall substrate for the MS and CPW. The recessed cavity in the middle formed half of
the substrate for the SL part. When printing the recessed cavity, the slope at the edge of
the two sides was naturally formed due to the overspray of the polyimide ink and the
liquid status before curing. Then, layer 3 was printed with a uniform thickness and
formed a continuous coverage over the slope. The signal line of the SL was sandwiched
by layers 2 and 4. Accordingly, the MS-to-SL transition was embedded in the polyimide.
As mentioned in the previous section, the minimum diameter of preprinted holes by
polyimide is 160 μm, but in order to have a good match for the transition, the diameter
has to be around 20 μm. Furthermore, to achieve a high aspect ratio, proper via
metallization has to be achieved. With the capability of printing a nonplanar surface
substrate by AJP, this 3-D transition was possible. Finally, layer 5 was deposited as the
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top ground, filled the printed holes previously fabricated by silver ink, and connected
with the bottom ground. After the deposition of each pattern is finished, the samples were
kept in an oven at a temperature of 200 °C for an hour for the circuit fabrication.

Figure 21: Fabrication process of the multilayer interconnect
The dimensions of the entire structure are summarized in Table 3 where d is the diameter
of the vias connecting the top and bottom ground planes, and s is the spacing between the
vias. The parallel-plate mode and the coupling of electromagnetic radiation onto
digital/dc lines is suppressed with via fences connecting the two ground planes, which
provides a natural shielding against incoming spurious signals in the circuit routing. A
spacing of s < 5d is required to prevent a potential difference from the ground planes
[52], and W1 determines the frequency at which higher order modes will be excited. W2W4 are the widths of the signal lines in SL, CPW, and MS, respectively, and G is the gap
between the signal line and the ground for the CPW section. Note that the selected values
of d, s, and h are based on the availability from manufacturing restrictions. The substrate
thickness h is selected based on the maximum thickness without an internal curing step; d
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and s are chosen to avoid the vias merged by polyimide printing. With the aid of these
values, the characteristic impedance of the SL is calculated as follows [53]:

Z0 

30

h
 r We  0.441h

(2)

where We is the effective width of the center conductor and h is the height of the
substrate. Z 0 is designed as 50 here.

Table 3: Summary of geometry

D
S
H
T
G
W1
W2
W3
W4
L1
L2
4.3.4

Design (μm)
500
500
40
3.5
30
1300
19
90
110
8000
11400

Fabrication (μm)
497±8
505±6
38±4
3±5
28±6
1295±8
19±3
88±4
109±6
80000±10
11400±8

Deviation (%)
1.6
1.2
10
166.67
20
0.615
15.78
4.44
5.45
0.12
0.07

Fabrication Challenges

Interconnect techniques play a key role in microwave/mm-wave modules, especially as
the frequency of operation increases. At higher frequencies, transmission lines and
interconnection schemes that minimize crosstalk, insertion loss (IL), and radiation while
maintaining wideband performance are required. As one of the most important
transmission lines, Stripline (SL) provides better performance in terms of higher isolation
and less crosstalk and radiation than its counterparts, e.g., Microstrip (MS) and Coplanar
line (CPW), because of their nondispersive nature based on TEM mode and shielded
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structure. Therefore, it is often required in the multilayer routing for microwave circuits.
However, it correspondingly gives rise to tighter manufacturing tolerances for a dense
design with smaller traces. Therefore, fabrication challenges added in precisely can
control the line width as well as the line overspray.
4.3.5

Measurement

Figure 22: Fabricated prototypes and details of the vias
Figure 22 shows two fabricated samples for performance measurement. Sample 2 is used
to de-embed the loss from CPW pads and transitions. An Agilent 8517B vector network
analyzer is used to perform S-parameters’ measurements and 250 μm pitch GSG probes
are used with a SOLT calibration. The reference planes are located at the feeding CPW
pads. The measured S-parameters of the fabricated prototypes are shown in Figure 23
along with the simulated results. A good match is achieved below 40 GHz for both
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samples. The simulation is based on the designed dimensions with 1.5 μm surface
roughness in ANSYS HFSS for all printed metal segments. Measurements show an IL of
1.2 dB at 1 GHz and 6.3 dB at 40 GHz for the 11.4-mm sample. Compared with the
longer sample, the IL of the 6.4-mm sample is 0.9 dB at 1 GHz and 3.6 dB at 40 GHz.
Note that this IL is a combination of the losses from the SL, CPW pads, MS lines, and
transitions. Considering the shorter sample as a back-to-back configuration and the long
side of the longer sample as the standard one with a delay line, the chain transmission
matrices of the two samples can now be expressed by:

Tstandard  (TA )  (Tdelay )  (TB )

(3)

Tback-back  (TA )  (TB )

(4)

e L
Tdelay  
 0

(5)

0 

e 
 L

where 𝑇𝐴 , 𝑇𝐵 , and 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 represent the matrices for A, B, and delay of the SL in Figure
24 (a). Based on the very small fabrication errors (less than 5 μm) on the dimensions of
the MS and CPW lines, the change in the characteristic impedance is negligible. Thus,
assuming that where 𝑇𝐴 , 𝑇𝐴′ , 𝑇𝐵 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝐵′ are the same, the IL of the SL is extracted
by subtracting the S21 of two prototypes and the result is shown in Figure 24 (b). For the
AJP-fabricated SL, the extracted line loss is around 0.03 dB/mm at 1 GHz, 0.33 dB/mm
at 30 GHz, and 0.53 dB/mm at 40 GHz. Compared with the measured loss of 0.62
dB/mm at 30 GHz on a 17.3-μm polyimide substrate and the calculated loss (with ADS
LineCalc) of 0.2 dB/mm at 30 GHz based on a 40-μm-thick polyimide in [54], the AJPfabricated SL compares very well providing almost identical loss values.
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Figure 23: (a) and (b) Measured and simulated S-parameters of sample 1 with a
total length of 11.4 mm. (c) and (d) Measured and simulated S-parameters of sample
2 with a total length of 6.4 mm
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Figure 24: (a) Two samples with the de-embedded position marked in yellow. (b)
Extracted IL of the SL
Using the measurements, the extracted results show deviation only from the simulation.
Since the yield of each sample had a variation in the surface roughness, the less IL of the
extracted SL does not mean it had less loss, but rather a deviation from the simulation. To
reduce the IL, the surface roughness issue can be improved by using the silver ink with a
dilution solvent, as well as further optimizing the fabrication parameters. The limited
thickness of the lines is another reason for the high dc loss. The signal lines are around 2μm thick and are limited by a high spatial resolution. While AJP is able to make the
width of 20-μm-wide lines up to 10-μm thick, only one position short of the gap in CPW
lines can cause the sample to fail. Thus, the lines are relatively thin here to guarantee a
30-μm-wide gap. The top and bottom grounds are up to 3.5-μm thick in order to improve
the conductive loss. This thickness cannot be increased by AJP at this time because
thicker silver ink has a higher surface roughness that is several times the skin depth [47].
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However, compared with other reported works using additive manufacturing techniques,
this provides an improved performance. A comparison of the printing resolution is listed
in Table 4. While AJP provides a better resolution than inkjet printing, it is a competitive
technique compared with other advanced fabrication processes [45] with regard to the
simple fabrication flow.
Table 4: Printing resolutions by additive manufacturing technologies
Technology

Minimum
Width

Minimum
Slots

Thickness

[55]

Inkjet Printing

118 μm

32 μm

118 μm

[56]

Inkjet Printing

100 μm

100 μm

[57]

Inkjet Printing

59 μm

50 μm

5 μm
N/A

[45]

CPLoP

5-70 μm

N/A

2 μm

This work

Aerosol Jet
Printing

10 μm

10 μm

2 μm

4.3.6

Conclusion

Using AJP as a digital deposition method, printed multi-layer interconnects with vertical
transitions are demonstrated and characterized up to 40 GHz for the first time. In this
application, we assess the availability of the printed materials for RF applications,
investigate the process conditions of various materials, and design multiple interconnects
with vertical transitions. Multilayer interconnects are measured up to 40 GHz showing
competitive RF performance. Fine-pitch size of a single line is demonstrated as small as
10 μm for silver ink and 80 μm for polyimide. With process control capability, both the
completion rate and dimension deviation are improved. The embedded via with a slope
achieved a width as small as 19 μm through a 20-μm-thick polyimide, and the proposed
fabrication process indicates the potential to achieve higher aspect ratio embedded vias.
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The polyimide-based SL loss is extracted to be around 0.33 dB/mm at 30 GHz and 0.53
dB/mm at 40 GHz. A good match is achieved from dc to 40 GHz as the accurate
fabrication enables the 30 μm gaps with an error of less than 5 μm. This application paves
the way for digital printing as a promising technology for mm-wave applications and
indicates a fast and cost-efficient method to design complex 3-D structures in the future.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

PROCESS MONITORING OF AJP PROCESS

Overview

The aerosol jet printing (AJP) process is a multistage process that includes atomization,
deposition and post-sintering. Process monitoring is a challenge because the print quality
can be affected at different stages (atomization, deposition, and post-sintering). Printed
line morphology is the most discussed quality response in literature on AJP. Several
researchers have investigated the influence of process parameters at the deposition stage,
as well as developing computational fluid dynamic models for deposition prediction.
However, these investigations are based on the assumption that the source, or the
atomization process, is stable over time. In reality, the atomization process drifts from
time to time and the rate of drifting varies in relation to ink composition. This makes it
difficult to reuse the optimal process parameters, or results from literature or past
experiments. There is a need to develop a process monitoring technique that provides
stable information about the atomization process. In this way, the subsequent process
parameter optimization can be repeated and adopted for actual application. This chapter
covers our attempt to develop a vibration-based atomization monitoring technique to
provide real time information about the process stability. Then, an image-based quality
index was developed to give quantitative quality output. Finally, a design of experiments
of process parameters was conducted to build a process model and guidelines that can be
used to predict printed line width and minimize printed overspray and edge roughness.
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5.2

Vibration-Based Atomization Monitoring

Atomization is the very first stage of the aerosol jet printing process. At this stage, a
functional ink is energized by outside energy sources, which excites the ink and generates
aerosol droplets. There is still a lot to learn about the AJP process, but one certainty is
that there isn’t a single physical model that can be used to predict outcomes. There are
several types of atomization processes based on different mechanisms, such as pneumatic
atomization, electrostatic atomization, ultrasonic atomization, etc. In this thesis,
ultrasonic atomization is used because it requires less material compared with other
atomization techniques.
When a beam of ultrasound with sufficient intensity passes through the ink and is
directed at the liquid-gas interface, ultrasonic atomization occurs. Ink droplets are ejected
from the surface into the surrounding gas. The unique advantage of ultrasonic
atomization over other atomization techniques is that the mist particle size distribution
and mist density can be independently controlled. This is particularly important with
printed electronics since both mist particle size distribution and density determine the
output volume and overspray. The size of the droplets in the mist can be controlled by
changing the frequency of the ultrasound. The mist density can be controlled by adjusting
the air flow above the ink surface. This independent control cannot be achieved by other
commonly used atomization techniques. Although ultrasonic atomization possesses a lot
of advantages over other atomization methods, there is still a lack of a monitoring
mechanism to ensure process stability.
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During the printing process, atomized droplets are constantly delivered through carrier
gas at a fixed flow rate. The output volume rate at the nozzle exit can be expressed by the
particle volume density multiplied by the fixed gas flow rate
V  F

(6)

where V is the rate of deposited volume on the substrate. F is the carrier gas volume flow
rate. ρ is the volume density of the aerosol defined as the total volume of particles in unit
volume. From the equation, volume density of the aerosol directly determined the rate of
deposition volume. This volume determines the line width, thickness and other line
morphologies.
Directly monitoring the effectiveness of ultrasonic atomization is challenging due to the
complexity of liquid-gas interactions and flow dynamics. Traditionally, atomization
stability and particle density can be characterized using the aerosol particle analyzer.
However, particle analyzer requires a large dilution of gas, which cannot be integrated as
an inline sensor while printing. The cost of the particle analyzer is another factor that
needs to be considered. Therefore, a surrogate monitoring technique would be required to
indirectly monitor the atomization process. For our work, we developed a vibration-based
monitoring technique as an effective tool that can give a response similar to a particle
analyzer.
Figure 25 shows the normal experimental setup for ultrasonic atomization. During the
atomization process, the ink vial in the ultrasonic atomizer resonates with the ultrasonic
energy source. The vibration signal can be represented as a mixture of various vibration
sources that were applied on the ink vial. A general vibration model for ultrasonic
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atomization can be describe as linear combinations of several independent vibration
sources
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑎1 𝑥1 (𝑡) + 𝑎2 𝑥2 (𝑡) + 𝑎3 𝑥3 (𝑡) + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑀 𝑥𝑀 (𝑡)

(7)

where xi (𝑡), 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀 is the time series of the i-th vibration source. The random
noise is treated as one of the M sources here. The coefficient 𝑎𝑖 determines the degree of
participation or the normalized scale of each source to the mixture of vibration signal x.
Vibration components are not easy to characterize one by one because of the complex
liquid-gas interaction. An obvious vibration component in ultrasonic atomization is the
vibration generator. Other components such as liquid film or bouncing droplets are also
vibration components in the system.

Figure 25: Vibration sources in ultrasonic atomizer
The atomization status can be categorized into three different states. At the first state, the
ink vial contains the right amount of material and the vibration signal is steady. In the
second state, the ink drops to a critical volume and the vibration signal starts to show
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transient behavior. In the third state, the ink volume decreases to the level where no
atomization has occurred.
The vibration signal amplitude decreases, but also shows steady behavior. Figure 26 is
the schematic that shows the different atomization states.

Figure 26: Vibration States (a) Insufficient material (b) Sufficient Material with
good atomization (c) Excessive material with large splash
5.2.1

Monitoring Using Simple Signal Statistics

A simple approach to observing the vibration signal change is using time domain
amplitude features. The following is a list of common features used for vibration
monitoring:
1. Mean amplitude, 𝑥̅ refers to average of vibration signal over a sampled interval.

x
2. Variance amplitude,

xVar

1
x(t )dt
T

(8)

refers to variance of vibration signal over a sampled

interval.
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xVar 

 ( x(t )  x )dt

(9)

T

3. Root mean square amplitude, 𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 is defined as the variance of the signal
magnitude

xRMS 

1
| x(t ) |2 dt

T

(10)

where T is the sampled interval, and x(t) is the vibration signal.
4. Peak to Peak amplitude

x pp

is the range of the vibration signal, xmax (t )  xmin (t ) ,

which denotes difference between the maximum positive peak amplitude and the
maximum negative peak amplitude.
Figure 27 shows the summary vibration statistics of acetone ink. It can be observed that
the mean and variance changed at around the 1100 second. The physical explanation of
this mean shift was investigated using the particle analyzer as shown in Figure 28. The
change point of the mean indicates the atomization is going to diminish because the
amount of ink is insufficient to have a stable liquid layer in the ink vial. The small
amount of residual ink starts to bounce around in the vial and generates large and
unstable vibration signals.
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Figure 27: Summary of vibration statistics

Figure 28: Vibration Mean Signal vs Particle Analyzer Signal
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The time domain features can provide useful information when the atomization is near a
diminishing point. However, there is a delay between the actual process shifting and the
vibration signal as shown in Figure 28. The actual degradation observed from particle
analyzer started around 850-second, which is 150 seconds earlier than the time of 1100s
indicated from the mean signal. This time delay is undesirable for scheduling
maintenance. The printed product may require re-printing if the maintenance does not
perform on time. Therefore, a better signal processing technique is needed that provides a
more accurate time estimation for particle density degradation. In the next section, we
propose a wavelet-based signal processing method that enhances the resolution of the
vibration signal. An Kalman filter-based technique is also carried out for online process
change detection.
5.2.2

Signal Resolution Enhancement Using a Wavelet-Based Method

5.2.2.1 Continuous Wavelet Transformation (CWT) Using the Fourier Transformation
Method
Wavelet analysis is one of the most powerful and widely applied tools in time-frequency
transformations. Due to the nature of the manufacturing process, the signals are usually
non-stationary. Traditional time-frequency domain methods such as Fast Fourier
transformation (FFT) and Short-Time Fourier transformation (STFT) are limited because
of their constant time and frequency resolution properties. On the other hand, the
continuous wavelet transformation (CWT) is much better for analyzing nonstationary
waveform signals in the time-frequency domain. It is different from FFT and STFT that
allow clear localization on the time axis of the frequency components.
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The basic idea of wavelet transformation is to decompose waveform signals into different
numbers of components. In CWT, the transformation reflects the correlation between the
analyzed continuous-time signal 𝑥(𝑡) and the wavelet function as defined by the
following formula:


CW (a, b)   x(t ) a*,b dt




1
a

*  t b 
 x(t )  a  dt


(11)

where 𝐶𝑊(𝑎, 𝑏) is a function of parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏. Parameter 𝑎 is the dilation of the
wavelet. It is also called scale parameters in other literature. Parameter 𝑏 is the position
parameter that defines a translation of the wavelet and indicates the time location.
Function  * is the complex conjugate of the analyzing mother wavelet  (t ) . The
coefficient 1/√𝑎 is an energy normalized factor.
A wavelet function must satisfy the following criteria in order to be classified as a basic
permissible wavelet:
1. The wavelet must have finite energy


E    (t ) dt  
2



(12)

2. The following condition must hold true

C  





 ^ ( )


2

d  

(13)

where


ˆ ( )    (t )eit dt
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(14)

is the Fourier transform of the 𝜓(𝑡) function and 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the circular frequency.
This condition is defined as a condition of admissibility and can be interpreted as
requirement that |𝜓(𝜔)|2 decay endeavored to zero faster than1/𝜔. In other words, the
condition indicates that the wavelet has no zero frequency component, that is
ˆ (0)  0

Otherwise, the wavelet must have a zero mean value. In this case,
admissibility constant. The value of

(15)
C

is called the

depends on the chosen wavelet. When the

C

wavelet is a complex wavelet, the Fourier transform must have both a real component
and a value of zero for negative frequency.
From CWT we could obtain a two dimensional scalogram 𝐸(𝑎, 𝑏) = |𝐶𝑊(𝑎, 𝑏)|2 that
represents the energy distribution of signals for used scales 𝑎 and position 𝑏. The CWT
can be seen as a transform that converts the waveform from time domain to scale-time
domain. And the scale can be converted to a frequency value called pseudo-frequency.
This value depends on the center frequency of the applied wavelets and the scale value 𝑎,
that is

fa 
Where

fa

fc
a

is the pseudo-frequency associated with the wavelet at a scale.

(16)
fc

is the

characteristic frequency of the mother wavelet at scale 𝑎 = 1 and time position 𝑏 = 0.
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There are several algorithms that can efficiently calculating CWT. One of the algorithms
is using FFT algorithm.
If we define

1 t
 
a a

(17)

1 t a


a  a 

(18)

 a (t ) 
and

 ab (t ) 

then the CWT transformation can be written in an alternative form








CW (a, b)   x(t ) ab* (t )dt  x(t ) a* (b  t )dt

(19)

that means the CWT can be seen as a convolution of the waveform signal and the
designed wavelet function. Consequently, CWT can also be expressed in the form of
inverse Fourier transform

CW (a, b) 

1








xˆ ( )ˆ a*,b ( )d

(20)

where

ˆ a*,b ( )  aˆ * (a)eib

(21)

and


xˆ ( )   x(t )eit dt


represent the Fourier transform of the analyzed signal x(t ) .
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(22)

In most signal processing cases, the signal is digitalized and therefore discrete. If the
input signal x(n) contains N samples, the discrete version of the CWT convolution can
be expressed as
Wa (b)   n0 x(n) a* (b  n)
N 1

(23)

In order to obtain the CWT at different time location b at each value of the scale a, a fast
discrete Fourier transformation can be used to calculate the circular convolution
i 2 kb
1 N 1
*
 n0 x(n) (b  n)  N k 0 xˆ(k )ˆ a (k )e N ,
N 1

*
a

b  0,1, 2,..., N 1

(24)

the discrete Fourier transform for the waveform signal is given by

xˆ (k )   n0 x(n)e
N 1



i  nk
N

k  0,1, 2,..., N  1

,

(25)

and ˆ a is the discrete Fourier transform of the mother wavelet  a which can be
expressed as

ˆ a (k )   n0  a (n)e
N 1

i

2
nk
N

, k  0,1, 2,..., N  1

(26)

where 𝑘 is an index of frequency.
Assuming that the signal is sampled at frequency
t  1 / f s .

f  fs

, the sampling period is

In order to obtain the unit energy for each scale 𝑎, the wavelet function is

normalized as follows

ˆ a (ak ) 

2 a
ˆ (ak ),
t
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(27)

where

k 

2 k
N t

(28)

Finally, the CWT can be expressed as the inverse Fourier transform

1
Wa (b) 
N

2 a N 1  2 k  *  a  k  i 2Nkb
 k 0 xˆ  N t ˆ  N t  e
t

(29)

5.2.2.2 Signal Processing and Monitoring Using a Continuous Time Wavelet
The vibration signal consists of several different vibration sources. As discussed before, it
is hard to distinguish different vibration components in the atomization system. The
challenge here is how to decompose a single channel signal into different components
without the knowledge of the signal source. Decomposition methods such as empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) and wavelet transformation are the most popular methods
for single channel signal separation. Wavelet decomposition can be seen as a series of
bandpass filters that provide multi-resolution on different frequency bands. At high
frequencies, the wavelet reaches a high-time resolution, but has a low-frequency
resolution. Conversely, at low frequencies, a high-frequency resolution and a low-time
resolution can be obtained. In CWT, the frequency range is determined by the scale
parameters. Low-scale parameters correspond to more contracted wavelets that are
sensitive to rapidly changing details or high frequency components. High-scale
parameters, on the other hand, correspond to more stretched wavelets, which are sensitive
to slowly changing, coarse features or low-frequency components. In the atomization
system, the low-frequency components are usually created by liquid film vibration and
large droplet splashing. They are not directly related to the actual atomization status.
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High-frequency components are related to the high frequency aerosol bursting and the
resonant vibration from the ultrasonic vibrator. Under this observation, it is expected that
aerosol bursting will decrease when the atomization process diminishes and the energy
contribution from the high-frequency components are reduced, correspondently. We
expected to observe the atomization status changes by monitoring the energy density at a
low-scale (high-frequency) level.
Parseval’s theorem suggests that the proportion of the spectral energy density can be
calculated by summing the square of the spectrum amplitude across all frequency
components. That is,
n

Ea 

 Y (t )
t 1

2

a

(30)

n

where 𝒀𝒂 (𝑡) is the decomposed vibration signal for scale parameter 𝑎 and 𝑛 is the
number of samples in each sampling interval.
Based on above description, the proposed method for processing our vibration signal is
depicted in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Schematic of vibration data processing procedure
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In the first step, the raw signal vector 𝑿(𝒕) in a sample interval 𝑡 is decomposed using
CWT using Fourier transformation at different scale level 𝑎 ∈ {1, 𝑁} to generate 𝑁
decomposed signal vector 𝒀𝒂∈{𝟏,𝑵} (𝒕). For each decomposed signal vector in a sampling
interval 𝑡 , the corresponding energy density 𝐸𝑎∈{1,𝑁} is calculated using equation x.
Figure 30 shows the energy density plot for 32 decomposition scale levels. It can be seen
that the energy density signal shows a decreasing trend for scale levels 1 to 16. Scale
levels 5 to 16 show an inconsistent trend and larger variation in the signal. In order to
enhance the monitoring profile resolution, we select a signal from 1 to 4 to reconstruct
the monitoring profile. The reconstruction procedure can be done by adding a
decomposed signal between 1 and 4. The result is shown and compared with particle
analyzer data in Figure 31. The time delay that was originally found when using time
domain features is clearly reduced.
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Figure 30: Energy intensity signal over time for different decomposition scale levels
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Figure 31: Reconstructed energy intensity signal after removing low-frequency
components versus particle density
5.2.3

Online Process Change Detection Using Kalman Filter

In the previous section, the energy intensity signal extracted via wavelet method shows a
downward trend with slope change near the process shift point indicated from the particle
analyzer signal. The status of the atomization cannot be directly observed from the
vibration signal, but may can be considered as hidden states and inferred from the energy
intensity signal. The hidden states represent the underlying atomization process and the
observable states are vibration signals we monitored. The Kalman filter is a popular
technique to infer hidden states in streaming data through a given state space model.
Therefore, this section is focused on developing an online status detection model using a
Kalman filter. The innovation of the prediction error of the Kalman filter can be used as
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the monitoring statistic. Using a simple cumulative control chart (CUSUM), we can
develop an online monitoring framework for monitoring and detecting the process
shifting. A general Kalman filter is described in the following section.
5.2.3.1 Kalman Filter
Considered the extracted energy intensity signal at time k as
that

xk

xk

, 0  t   . We assume

can be expressed by the linear combination of preceding energy intensity signal

as
xk  Axk 1  wk 1
zk  Hxk  vk

Where

xk 1

and

xk

are the model estimates in the previous and present state, respectively;

A represents the transition model linking
state;

w

and

v

(31)
(32)

xk

and

xk 1 ; z k

is the observation at a given

are assumed to be Gaussian random variables that represent the process

noise N (0, Q) and measurement noise N (0, R) . H relates the state to the observation

zk

.

The Kalman filter is implemented in two step. The first step is called time update step. In
this step, the linear state transition model propagates the estimate of the previous state
and its uncertainty to provide prior estimates of the present state of the model and its
uncertainty. These can be expressed as
ˆk 1
xk  Ax

(33)
(34)

Pk  APk 1  wk 1

where

xˆk 1

is the posterior estimate of the variable in the previous state.

estimate of the present state.

Pk 1

xk

is the prior

is the posterior uncertainty of the previous state and

Pk

is the prior uncertainty for the present state. The second step is called measurement
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update step. Here, the prior estimates and their uncertainties are updated with the new
observation via a linear combination of the prior model estimate and a weighted
difference between the observation and prior estimate of the model state. The weights are
defined as Kalman gain (K)
xˆk  xk  K k ( zk  Hxk )

(35)
(36)
(37)


k

Pk  (1  K k H ) P

K k  Pk H T ( HPk H T  R)1

where

xˆk

is the posterior estimate of the state. The difference between the observed value

and predicted value (posterior estimate) is called residual which can be calculated as
ek  xk  xˆk

(38)

If the atomization process is in good condition and stable, the Kalman filter estimation is
a good representation of the energy intensity signal. In this case, the residual
corresponds to the process noise

wk

ek

and does not give a large value. If the process starts

to shift to another atomization status, the residual value is going to change because the
model cannot adapt and represent the current dynamic of the system. Therefore, the
atomization process can be detected by monitoring the residual value of the Kalman filter
fitting.
5.2.3.2 Online Monitoring of Residual using CUSUM Control Chart
CUSUM chats is a widely used statistical method for online change detection of process
mean shift. The CUSUM chart can be formulated as a sequence of tests, where each test
is a sequential probability ratio test (SPRT). If
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Xk

has the density f

f ( xk |  )

, where  is

the process parameter, then the CUSUM chart for detecting a change in  from the incontrol value  0 to some out-of-control value 1 accumulates the terms

zk  ln

f ( xk | 1 )
f ( xk | 0 )

(39)

and signals at sample k if the CUSUM statistics
Ck  max(0, Ck 1 )  zk

(40)

exceeds the pre-defined control limit h . The starting value for the CUSUM statistics
usually taken as

C0  0 .

5.2.3.3 Result of Online Detection using Kalman Filter and CUSUM Control Chart
Figure 32 (a) shows the energy intensity signal with Kalman filtered signal. The Kalman
filter parameters Q and R were estimated using maximum likelihood method from the
first 60 seconds of the energy intensity signal. Figure 32 (b) shows the residual of the
Kalman filtered signal. The residual shows zero mean behavior at the early stage, which
corresponds to stable atomization. When the energy intensity signal starts to deviate from
the original trend, the atomization status changes as discussed in the previous section.
The corresponding residual also increases, which indicates the Kalman filter is an
effective method to capture the linear dynamic changes of the atomization system. Figure
33 shows the CUSUM control chart of the Kalman filtered residual. The control limit h
of the CUSUM control chart was chosen as 3  from the first 60 seconds of the residual
signal. Table 5: Comparison of Process Shift Time shows the out-of-control time of the
CUSUM control chart and the experimental degradation time from the particle analyzer
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of 5 samples. The result shows that CUSUM detect the process shift in under 30 seconds.
It is a great improvement compared to the method using only simple statistics.

Figure 32: Kalman Filter Response and Residual
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Figure 33: Online Change Point Detection Using CUSUM
Table 5: Comparison of Process Shift Time

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3
Experiment 4
Experiment 5
5.2.4

Particle Analyzer

Process Shift Time (Sec)
Simple Statistics (Mean)

Kalman CUSUM

836
789
812
854
837

855(+19)
802(+13)
830(+18)
862(+11)
855(+15)

920 (+84)
911(+122)
908(+96)
978(+124)
942(+105)

Case Study: Variation Reduction in CNT Gas Sensor Fabrication

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the atomization monitoring method, we fabricated 20
CNT gas sensors using the same experimental setup described in Chapter 4. Each
individual sensor was printed with 12 layers. The process time for each sensor was
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around 18 minutes. These 20 sensors were divided into control groups and experimental
groups, respectively. In the control group, 10 sensors were printed without considering
the atomization status. That is, the AJP printer was running for 120 minutes without any
maintenance. In the experimental group, the atomization process was monitored with the
developed monitoring method. The printing process was paused and the CNT ink was
replenished when the CUSUM exceeded the control limit. Figure 34 shows the
comparison of resistance between the groups. It shows that the variation of the resistance
was reduced around 48% when using the strategy of monitoring online with immediate
maintenance.
Figure 34: Comparison of variance of resistance between batches with and without
maintenance the process Figure 34 compares the resistance variation of 9 gas sensors
with and without controlling the process window. With no control strategy, 9 gas sensors
were printed continuously without maintaining the AJP machine. Each sensor was printed
with 12 layers. The fabrication time for each individual sensor was around 18 minutes.
Under a control strategy, the AJP machine was purged and the ink was replaced every 30
minutes. The variation of the resistance was reduced by 48% when adopting the
maintenance strategy.
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Control Group

Experimental Group

Figure 34: Comparison of variance of resistance between batches with and without
maintenance the process time
5.2.5

Conclusion

In this section, we proposed a wavelet-based method for monitoring the atomization
process status. Simple time domain features can only detect the atomization status when
the atomization is almost diminished. A wavelet-based method is used to decompose the
single channel signal into different components in several frequency bands. The energy
of high-frequency components are calculated and accumulated to establish a new
monitoring signal. The new signal reduced the delay time that was found when using
time domain features and reveals features of particle density fluctuation that cannot be
detected in the previous time domain method. A clear decreasing and degradation trend
indicates the atomization is a non-stationary process because of constant material loss
during the printing process. In the real application, the proposed method can help
estimate the process window and establish the maintenance schedule. The real-time
vibration data can also be used to ensure the stability of the AJP process.
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5.3

Image-based Quality Metrics of AJP Printed Lines

In printed electronic applications, printed line morphologies are important factors that
determine device performance, uniformity, and quality. Lines with consistent
morphology yield good conductivity and a low chance for short circuiting. On the other
hand, lines without consistent morphologies usually have unpredictable electrical
resistance or even are non-conductive. Bad quality lines also reduce the completion rate
of the product. Printed line is a natural quality index (QI) to describe the quality.
However, it is difficult to incorporate real-time electrical resistance characterization into
the printing process because most of the conductive inks require post sintering to activate
the conductivity. Since the most direct way to extract the process information in real time
during printing is through the image taken by an in-process camera, it is meaningful to
develop a set of QIs that are based on the geometrical parameters of the line image.
Several researchers have investigated the effect of the AJP process parameters on print
quality. However, their methods employed offline characterization and the results are
qualitative not quantitative. Imaged-based QIs in real time can give quantitative
responses in different printing quality characteristics such as line width, overspray and
edge quality. By investigating the relationships between QIs and process parameters, we
are able to find the optimal setting to maximize the line quality and improve the
robustness of printed lines as well as performance of the device.
5.3.1

Quality Indices from Image Analysis

Figure 35 shows different conditions of typical aerosol jet printed lines. Figure 35 (a)
shows a high quality printed line that is straight, with consistent morphology, has no
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bulging and has minimum overspray. Figure 35 (b) shows a printed line with an
excessive bulging condition. The bulging yields inconsistent resistance from device to
device, which makes it difficult to predict device performance in some applications.
Figure 35 (c) shows a line with a large amount of overspray. Overspray could result in a
short circuit when two parallel lines are closed. Figure 35 (d) shows a discontinuous line
that is usually caused by a nozzle clogging or having insufficient materials. Images
acquired from an optical microscope can be used to extract the conditions from a printed
line. This section discusses image processing methods to capture three major geometrical
quantifiers.

Figure 35: Printed line condition (a) Good Line (b) Bulging (c) Overspray (d)
Discontinue
5.3.2

Image Analysis

Image analysis is implemented in Matlab. A code was developed to processing
microscopic images of Aerosol Jet printed line and extract geometrical quality metrics
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after pre-processing. A microscopic image of an Aerosol Jet printed line on polyimide
film is shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: An example of Aerosol Jet printed lines
Overspray on both edges of the main line path can be observed. Overspray consists of
discrete ink spots that do not contribute to the main line conductivity. Therefore, in the
image analysis we remove the overspray by denoising. The flowchart of image analysis
procedure is shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Flowchart of image analysis algorithm
In the example image, the 10 µm scale bar approximately consists of 25 pixels, meaning
each pixel has a side length of 10 µm / 25 = 400 nm. The Image analysis procedure of the
example image is shown in figure 38.
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Figure 38: Image analysis of the example line image. (a) original image; (b) blackwhite image; (c) denoised image (main line); (d) outline of main line; (e) discretized
upper edge; (f) discretized lower edge.
5.3.3

Geometrical Parameters

In the present study, we use three geometrical parameters, average line width ( W ), edge
roughness ( ER ) and overspray index ( OV ), to describe the line image. The average line
width is defined as
L

W

1
d ( x) d x
L x0

;
.
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(41)

The edge roughness is defined as the standard deviation of the signed distance  ( x) ,
which is measured from the linear regression of edge points to the line edge.
L

1
2
2
( x)   lower
( x)  d x
upper
2 L x0

ER 

(42)

We define overspray index ( OV ) as the logarithmically-weighted distance between each
overspray point and its corresponding upper and lower line edges.


OV 

L

x 0

ln upper ( x)   

L

x 0

ln lower ( x) 

(43)

2L

Figure 39 illustrates the definition of geometrical parameters in a sketched line image.

Figure 39: Definition of geometrical parameters in printed line image
Note that all three geometrical parameters are measured in a top-down microscopic image
of printed line. Theoretically, the resistance of a printed line is determined not only by the
line geometry in x-y plane, but also by the thickness profile in z direction. However, the
thickness profile is not measurable during Aerosol Jet printing process since current
measuring techniques are too slow comparing to the printing process and can only apply
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to fully cured ink. In the present study, we assume all lines have a similar thickness
profile for simplicity.
5.3.4

Result and Discussion

5.3.4.1 Sample Preparation and Measurement
All 10mm conductive line samples were printed in a single pass with a 150 µm nozzle on
polyimide substrate. The distance from the nozzle to the substrate was 4mm. The
substrate temperature was controlled at 60°C with a heated platen. Stage speed was kept
at 3mm/s. Nitrogen was used as the carrier and sheath gas. Experiments were conducted
with atomizer gas and sheath gas flow rates, ranging from 15 to 20 standard cubic
centimeters per minute (sccm) and 50 − 60 sccm, respectively. The printed lines were
activated by sintering in an oven at 250 °C for 30 minutes. Silver nanoparticle ink (Cabot
Corporation) was used and heated to 30°C during the printing process for stability.
Printed line images where examined and captured with an alignment camera system built
with an aerosol jet vision module. Two points of electrical conductivity were measured
with an NI 9219 universal data acquisition module. The maximum resistance that could
be measured was 1.05 kΩ with a 24-bit resolution.
5.3.4.2 Relationships Between Quality Metrics and Performance
The results of experiments are listed in Table 6. The parameters are:






𝐹𝑎 : aerosol gas flow rate;
𝐹𝑠 : sheath gas flow rate;
W: average line width;
ER: line edge roughness;
𝑅: resistance of a 5mm line.
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The controllable parameters were 𝐹𝑎 and 𝐹𝑠 . The quality metrics, 𝐿𝑊 and 𝐿𝐸𝑄 , were
measured from line images. The performance parameter, R, was measured offline after
thermal sintering.
Table 6: Quality metrics and resistance under different process setting
Sample #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

𝑭𝒂 (sccm)

𝑭𝒔 (sccm)

15

50

20

50

15

55

20

55

15

60

𝑾(µm)
10.3
10.5
10.6
12.9
12.7
12.2
14.1
14.4
14.8
15.2
15.0
15.3
15.8
16.6
17.2

𝑬𝑹
0.0275
0.0446
0.0513
0.0642
0.0735
0.1025
0.0631
0.0742
0.0398
0.0649
0.0720
0.1312
0.0596
0.0827
0.1098

R (Ω)
161
150
154
126
139
144
121
121
102
92
104
111
88
91
86

The relationships between the resistance of a printed line and two quality metrics were
investigated. Figure 40 indicates the relationships between resistance and line width, and
between resistance and normalized standard deviation of line width.
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Figure 40: Relationships between resistance and quality metrics
The second quality metrics, edge roughness, does not appear to be directly related to the
resistance of the printed line (Figure 41). However, it may have interaction effects with
the other quality metrics.

Figure 41: Resistance vs. edge roughness
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5.4

Design of Experiment of AJP

The design of experiment (DOE) approach is widely used for optimization of a complex
manufacturing process involving multiple variables. DOE analysis facilitates the
identification of important process variables. In the AJP process, there are three major
process parameters that were identified in literature as relevant to line morphologies:


Carrier gas flow rate (sccm)



Sheath gas flow rate (sccm)



Platen translation speed (mm/sec)

Although these parameters have been discussed frequently, a systematic study with these
parameters using the DOE method was not found. Moreover, the range of each parameter
was arbitrarily selected. The interaction between each parameter was not considered in
the experiment design. We see the need to perform a more detailed experiment design to
investigate the parameter effects.
In past experiences we observed that the line morphologies are nonlinear responses when
adjusting parameters. Traditional designs, such as factorial designs, are limited to the first
order relation between process input and output. It may not be sufficient to capture the
curvature of responses. Therefore, experimental design for second or higher order is
required to investigate the relationship between parameters. Central composite design is a
popular experimental design for building a second order model for the response variable
without the need to use a complete three-level factorial experiment.
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Table 7: The result and the design table for three factors CCD

Std Run
4
18
1
7
19
11
17
2
14
5
16
15
3
6
13
20
9
8
12
10
5.4.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Space
Type
Factorial
Center
Factorial
Factorial
Center
Axial
Center
Factorial
Axial
Factorial
Center
Center
Factorial
Factorial
Axial
Center
Axial
Factorial
Axial
Axial

Factor
1

Facto Factor Response
r2
3
1

Response
2

Response
3

A:SH

B:CA

C:SP

W

ER

OV

80
55
30
30
55
55
55
80
55
30
55
55
30
80
55
55
30
80
55
80

20
16
12
20
16
12
16
12
16
12
16
16
20
12
16
16
16
20
20
16

4
7
4
10
7
7
7
4
10
10
7
7
4
10
4
7
7
10
7
7

104
37
21
79
39
12
32
12
37
23
35
34
139
14
52
45
54
96
87
55

0.432444
0.0124482
0.148797
0.0174739
0.0193255
0.1225
0.0113771
0.0492873
0.0110951
0.0204568
0.001
0.0012
0.0380692
0.118954
0.0248699
0.002
0.0103302
0.910936
0.0614729
0.341603

0.9
0.09
0.41
0.04
0.08
0.34
0.09
0.44
0.23
0.2
0.11
0.1
0.02
0.52
0.28
0.1
0.14
0.84
0.68
0.76

Experimental Design and Central Composite Design (CCD)

To find the relationship between printed parameters and the line morphologies, three
factors CCD were carried out as shown in Figure 42. For three factors and two levels, the
total number of experiments was 20, determined by the expression: 2n (23 = 8 factor
points) +2n (2 × 3 = 6 axial points) +6 (center points) as shown in Table 7. The second
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order polynomial model was analyzed using the Design-Expert software package.

Figure 42: Three factors central composite design
The second order polynomial model is a regression model coded according to the
following equation:

𝑥𝑖 =

𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑖0
∆𝑋𝑖

(44)

where 𝑥𝑖 is the coded value of the i-th independent variable, 𝑋𝑖 is the value of the i-th
independent variable, 𝑋𝑖0 is the value of i-th independent variable at the center point, and
∆𝑋𝑖 is the step change value.
A general second order polynomial model can be expressed as
𝑘

𝑘−1 𝑘

𝑘

𝑌 = 𝑏0 + ∑ 𝑏𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖 𝑥𝑗 + ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑒
𝑖=1

𝑖=1 𝑗=2

(45)

𝑖=1

where Y is the predicted response, 𝑏0 and the intercept term, 𝑏𝑖 represents the linear
effect, 𝑏𝑖𝑗 represents the squared effect and 𝑏𝑖𝑖 is the interaction effect. The expression of
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the three factors polynomial model can be approximated by the quadratic polynomial
equation as follows
𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑋1 + 𝑏2 𝑋2 + 𝑏3 𝑋3 + 𝑏11 𝑋12 + 𝑏22 𝑋22 + 𝑏33 𝑋33 + 𝑏12 𝑋1 𝑋2 + 𝑏23 𝑋2 𝑋3
+ 𝑏13 𝑋1 𝑋3

(46)

where Y is the predicted response, 𝑏0 is a constant, 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 and 𝑏3 are linear coefficients,
𝑏12 , 𝑏13 and 𝑏𝑏23 are the cross-product coefficients, and 𝑏11 , 𝑏22 and 𝑏33 are the quadratic
coefficients.
5.4.2

Effect Analysis of Process Parameters

5.4.2.1 Line Width
Table 8 shows the ANOVA table for printed line width (LW ). The terms of carrier gas
(B), printing speed (C), and the square of sheath gas flow rate (A2), and the interaction of
BC are significant. This result indicates the line width is primarily influenced by the
carrier gas flow rate and printing speed. The carrier gas determines the amount of
material that is delivered to the deposition nozzle. The relationship between the carrier
gas and the line width is not linear. The printed speed contributes less to the line width
compared to carrier gas. From our past experience, the printed speed can only change the
line width within 10 μm. The sheath gas flow rate has contributed even less to the line
width. This is also confirmed from our past experimental experience. The sheath gas can
only slightly adjust the line width in the range of 5 μm.
The predicted R-Squared of 0.8915 is in reasonable agreement with the adjusted RSquared of 0.9536. Adequate precision measures the signal to noise ratio. A ratio greater
than 4 is desirable. The ratio of 29.591 indicates an adequate signal that also reveals that
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the model can be used to navigate the design space. Figure 43 shows that the response
surface is based on the regression model (4.1).
Table 8: ANOVA for line width response

Source

Sum of
Square

df

Mean Square

F Value

p-value

Model
A-SH

98.35564181
0.776704292

5
1

19.67112836
0.776704292

79.0121
3.11975

9.3568E-10
0.0991348

B-CA

89.71899822

1

89.71899822

360.37

2.178E-11

C-SP
BC
A^2

1.55E+00
1.797904181
4.510273794

1
1
1

1.55E+00
1.797904181
4.510273794

6.23289
7.22156
18.1162

0.0256357
0.0176912
0.0007983

Residual

3.485488931

14

2.49E-01

Lack of Fit

2.795938322

9

0.310659814

2.25263

0.1922772

Pure Error
Cor Total

0.689550609
101.8411307

5
19

1.38E-01

Std. Dev.

0.498962419

R-Squared

0.96578

Mean
C.V. %
PRESS

6.727402431
7.416865925
10.68020962

Adj R-Squared
Pred R-Squared
Adeq Precision

0.95355
0.89513
29.5912
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significant

not
significant

Figure 43: Response surface of line width in carrier gas flow rate and printing speed
interaction
5.4.2.2 Overspray
Table 9 shows the ANOVA table for the overspray index, and the terms of sheath gas (A)
and the square of carrier gas (B2), and the interaction of AB. The model indicates the
overspray is mainly controlled by the sheath gas. The interaction between sheath gas and
the carrier gas means the overspray cannot be minimized by simply increasing the sheath
gas. A large sheath gas with a large carrier gas makes the flow speed of the exit aerosol
too fast. The high speed particles cause a large splash-type overspray on the substrate. On
the other hand, a large sheath gas with a small carrier flow will cause back flow in the
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system. In this case, no material can be delivered. From our past experiments and the
literature, the optimal sheath gas to carrier gas ratio is around 3.
The predicted R-Squared of 0.6967 is in reasonable agreement with the Adjusted RSquared of 0.7705. The adequate precision ratio of 29.591 indicates an adequate signal
that also reveals that the model can be used to navigate the design space. Figure 44 shows
the response surface based on the regression model.
Table 9: ANOVA for overspray response

Source

Sum of
Square

df

Mean Square

F Value

p-value

Model
A-SH
B-CA
AB
B^2

1.2462575
0.70225
0.03249
2.21E-01
0.290405

4
1
1
1
1

0.311564375
0.70225
0.03249
2.21E-01
0.290405

16.9453
38.1938
1.76706
12.0258
15.7945

1.9497E-05
1.761E-05
0.2036115
0.0034436
0.0012217

significant

Residual
Lack of Fit
Pure Error
Cor Total

0.2757975
0.2752475
0.00055
1.522055

15
10
5
19

1.84E-02
0.02752475
1.10E-04

250.225

4.143E-06

significant

Std. Dev.
Mean
C.V. %
PRESS

0.135596829
0.3185
42.57357264
0.461679884

R-Squared
Adj R-Squared
Pred R-Squared
Adeq Precision

0.8188
0.77048
0.69667
14.6648
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Figure 44: Response surface of overspray index in sheath gas flow rate and carrier
gas flow rate interaction
5.4.2.3 Edge Roughness
Table 10 shows the ANOVA table for the edge roughness index. In this case, only sheath
gas (A), carrier case (B), their square A^2, B^2 and the interaction term AB are
significant. The edge roughness is primarily dominated by the sheath gas flow rate.
However, there is a working region where the sheath flow rate is less than 60 sccm. The
higher sheath gas flow rate causes a high speed aerosol stream in the nozzle channel,
which eventually leads to undesired turbulence at the nozzle exit. Therefore, the
deposited line has a large variation in line width and edge roughness.
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The predicted R-Squared of 0.5519 is not as close to the Adjusted R-Squared of 0.7847
as one might normally expect. This may indicate a large block effect. Things to consider
are model reduction, response transformation, and outliers. By removing two outliers
from the original data. The predicted R-squared is 0.6832, which is close to the adjusted
R-Square of 0.7847. The adequate precision ratio of 29.591 indicates an adequate signal
that also reveals that the model can be used to navigate the design space. Figure 45 shows
the response surface based on the regression model.
Table 10: ANOVA for edge roughness resposne

Source

Sum of
Square

df

Mean Square

F Value

p-value

Model
A-SH
B-CA
C-SP

0.99
0.33
0.055
3.81E-04

9
1
1
1

0.11
0.33
0.055
3.81E-04

12.75
37.65
6.35
0.044

0.0002
0.0001
0.0304
0.8381

AB
AC
BC
A2
B2
C2

0.19
0.066
0.016
0.088
0.05
3.01E-03

1
1
1
1
1
1

0.19
0.066
0.016
0.088
0.05
3.01E-03

22.43
7.59
1.81
10.11
5.73
0.35

0.0008
0.0203
0.2087
0.0098
0.0377
0.5684

Residual
Lack of Fit
Pure Error
Cor Total

0.087
0.076
0.011
1.08

10
5
5
19

8.66E-03
0.015
2.16E-03

7.01

0.026

Std. Dev.

0.110648979

Mean

0.252516259

C.V. %

43.81855635

PRESS

0.484130518

R-Squared
Adj RSquared
Pred RSquared
Adeq Precision
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0.84134
0.78468
0.55188
11.7658

significant

significant

Design-Expert® Software
Factor Coding: Actual
Original Scale
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Design points below predicted value
0.910936
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0.001
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Actual Factor
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Figure 45: Response surface of edge roughness in sheath gas flow rate and carrier
gas interaction
5.4.3

Case Study: Dimension Control of Printed 3D Transmission Line

In chapter 4, we discussed the manufacturing challenges of fabricating 3D transmission
lines. Due to the D-band frequency requirement, the conductive circuit design of the
transmission lines are all in sub-50 μm range. Furthermore, registration between multiple
layers is also a key challenge. Therefore, understanding the relationship between process
parameters and a creating process model is critical. The DoE is used to find optimal
process parameters for desired line width with minimal overspray and edge roughness.
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Table 11: Summary of geometry shows the fabrication geometries from 20 samples
before and after process optimization. The maximum dimension deviation was reduced
from 10 μm to 5 μm. Minimize overspray is also critical in this case study. The sub-50um
structures can be shorted easily with small overspray, which fails the entire sample. We
can effectively control the overspray by fine-tuning the parameters, based on the
relationship derived from DoE. Before we start to control the overspray and edge
roughness, 2 out of 5 samples work properly, while 4 out of 5 samples are functional
when applying the control strategy. This yields a 10% increase in the completion rate.
Table 11: Summary of geometry after optimal parameter control
After optimal parameter
control

Before optimal parameter
control

Design
(μm)

Fabrication
(μm)

Deviation
(%)

Fabrication*
(μm)

Deviation*
(%)

d

500

500±5

1

497±8

1.6

s

500

500±3

0.6

505±6

1.2

h

40

38±2

5

38±4

10

t

3.5

3±0.5

14.29

3±5

166.67

G

30

30±2

6.67

28±6

20

W1

1300

1300±5

0.38

1295±8

0.615

W2

19

19±1

5

19±3

15.78

W3

90

92±2

2.22

88±4

4.44

W4

110

110±5

4.55

109±6

5.45

L1

8000

8000±5

0.06

80000±10

0.12

L2

11400

11400±5

0.04

11400±8

0.07

5.4.4

Guideline for Printed Line Optimization
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Several guidelines for optimizing the printed line can be summarized from the DOE
results.
1. The line width is primarily controlled by the carrier gas flow rate. The operation
should start from adjusting the carrier flow rate to the point that the printed line
width is closed to the target line width.
2. Once the printed line width is closed to the target width (±10 μm). The line width
can be fine-tuned by controlling the sheath gas flow rate.
3. The best sheath-to-carrier gas ratio is around 3:1. The overspray and edge
roughness can be adjusted by varying the sheath gas flow rate.
4. Overspray decreases to a minimum as the sheath gas flow increases. This is
because the aerosol flow is collimated. An optimally collimated flow also leads to
well-defined edges and a small amount of edge roughness. However, increasing
the sheath flow beyond the stability threshold results in excessive overspray.
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CHAPTER 6.

6.1

NOVEL PROCESS METHODS

Overview

Although aerosol jet printing has demonstrated its capabilities in various flexible
electronic applications, there is still a need to develop a new processing method for AJP
in emerging areas such as nanocomposite fabrication, 3D printing, and biomedical
applications. In section 6.1, we introduce a facile method that integrates printed sensors
into 3D printing objects. 3D printing has drawn a lot of interest in both industry and
academia in recent years, because it brings flexibility to the process of designing and
fabricating complex geometric structures. However, 3D printing applications are mostly
limited to passive mechanical components without built-in functionality. There are some
challenges that hinder integration. A major challenge with depositing conductive inks
onto 3D printed parts is the need for a high level of surface roughness. For most 3D
printing processes, especially the extrusion-based process such as FDM, small ‘trenches’
are formed in the direction the printer is moving across the surface. When liquid inks are
used, the ink spreads into the trenches under the capillary effect and causes wicking.
Additional surface polishing is usually required before depositing conductive inks.
Another challenge in using conductive inks is the elevated sintering temperature required
for most situations. Most polymeric materials have heat deflection and glass transition
temperatures that are below the optimal sintering temperature required for the DW
process. Lower sintering temperatures result in high electrical resistivity of printed
features, which is undesirable for most applications. We developed a facile method called
the print-stick-peel (PSP) process that overcomes the above-mentioned challenges. The
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PSP process does not require any fabrication on the target 3D-printed substrate, so it
circumvents the fabrication challenges of surface roughness and sintering temperature.
The printed patterns are first printed on low surface energy substrate that has a high glass
transition temperature. Then the printed patterns are sintered at a desired temperature.
Finally, the conductive patterns are transferred using the self-adhesion of 3D-printed
structures or additional adhesives. This new method takes advantage of both AJP and 3D
printing. It also provides a practical manufacturing technique for making multifunctional
smart structures.
In section 6.2, we introduce a novel dual material fabrication method that was developed
for conductive tailorable nanocomposite fabrication. Conventional methods for
manufacturing nanocomposites require dispersing conductive nano-fillers (e.g CNT and
carbon black) into polymeric solutions. However, the process is a challenge because even
a small percentage of CNT would greatly increase the viscosity of the polymeric solution.
Worse yet, dispersion-based fabrication often yields a heterogeneous distribution of
CNTs in the polymer matrix due to its tendency to agglomerate in the solution.
Performance improvement with inserted CNTs is limited by the low loading and poor
homogeneity in the polymer matrix. This represents the current bottleneck in creating
high-performance conductive nanocomposites. We demonstrate a novel fabrication
method of conductive nanocomposites that is based on dual-material AJP (DMAJP). The
demonstrated DMAJP fabrication method of nanocomposites bypasses the challenging
dispersion process that hinders conventional fabrication methods when using
commercially available CNT and polymer solution products as raw materials. In addition,
atomization, aerosol mixing, and aerosol deposition are all potentially scalable. Thus, this
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relatively facile, cost-effective fabrication method is a promising option that can be
adopted by industry level, full-scale manufacturers. Moreover, the additive nature of AJP
grants it unique advantages over existing methods. These advantages include the ease of
patterning, affiliation with mass customization, high feature resolution, and designable,
varying intra-part CNT loading levels, etc.
6.2
6.2.1

A Facile Method for Integrating Direct-Write Device into 3D parts
Introduction

Printed electronics (PE) created with direct-write (DW) techniques have advantages in
that they offer mass customization, flexibility, cost effectiveness, and are more
environmentally friendly [58]. A wide range of applications, including thin film
transistors, solar cells, radio frequency identifications (RFIDs), antennas, sensors and
displays, have been demonstrated by using PE techniques [59-65]. Three-dimensional
(3D) printing also brings freedom to the process of designing and fabricating complex
geometric structures that are difficult to create using conventional manufacturing
processes. However, 3D printing applications are mostly limited to passive mechanical
components without build-in functionality. Sharing the same technical merits, printed
electronics and 3D printing are natural allies in creating multifunctional devices such as
those used for sensing, energy harvesting, actuating, and structural health monitoring in
3D smart structures.
With the rapid advancement of manufacturing technologies, researchers are exploring the
idea of integrating DW devices into 3D printed parts to create all-printed smart structures
[66]. Studies by Palmer, Medina, Lopes and Wicker offer demonstrations of integrating
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stereolithography-based 3D printing and micro-dispensing DW techniques. Their work
allows for embedding electronic components and deploying conductive interconnects for
various prototype devices, including a power supply circuit [67], video camera and
transmitter [68], and timer circuit [42, 69]. Castillo et al. [70], from the same research
group, extended the work to include the creation of a conformal substrate used to
fabricate an accelerometer helmet insert.
Other integration studies have provided examples of 3D substrates fabricated by a fused
deposition modeling (FDM) process. Vogeler et al. conducted an initial study for direct
depositing silver ink with an aerosol jet printer on FDM substrate [71]. With a similar
approach, Optomec unveiled an FDM UAV prototype with an aerosol-jet printed
antenna, sensors and interconnects [72]. Espalin et al. demonstrated embedding a copper
wire conductor into FDM substrate through ultrasonic welding and joule heating for use
in a cube satellite application [73]. In addition, Perez et al. integrated a syringe dispenser
into a Polyjet printer for depositing a conductive paste with a high loading of metal [74].
One of the major challenges presented by depositing conductive inks onto 3D printed
parts is the high level of surface roughness. For most 3D printing processes, especially
the extrusion-based process such as FDM, small “trenches” are formed in the direction
the printer is moving across the surface. When liquid inks are used, the ink spreads into
the trenches under the capillary effects and causes wicking. Additional surface polishing
is usually required before depositing conductive inks.
Another challenge in using conductive inks is the elevated sintering temperature required
for most situations. Most polymeric materials have heat deflection and glass transition
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temperatures that are below the optimal sintering temperature required for the DW
process. Lower sintering temperatures result in high electrical resistivity of printed
features, which is undesirable for most applications. Using specialized high temperature
materials can overcome this issue [42, 67-70, 73]. However, there are only a few
materials currently available in the 3D printing market (e.g. Somos ProtoTherm and
Stratasys ULTEM). These materials are expensive and require a high-end 3D printer for
processing. Alternative sintering methods using microwave [75], laser [76], and
photonics [77] were developed to provide an instant source of local heating to prevent
substrate damage. Table 12 summarizes the resistivity for these sintering methods.
Because of insufficient penetration depth, higher resistivity values of the printed tests
were observed for these alternative methods. It was also observed that the sintering
performance of these methods is sensitive to the z-axis distance from an energy source to
the substrate, which can vary significantly for 3D printed structures.
Table 12: Summary of resistivity of printed features using different sintering
methods.
Sintering Method
Thermal Sintering at 200°C
[75] Microwave Sintering
[78] Laser Sintering
[79] Photonic Sintering

Resistivity (ρ)
3x10-8
3x10-7
5.41x10-8
5.60x10-8

ρ/ρSilver (ρSilver=1.59x10-8)
1.89
18.87
3.40
3.52

Another important, but often overlooked, issue in depositing conductive ink during a 3D
printing exercise is the extensive pause needed for the DW process during the layer-bylayer (LBL) fabrication. This pause can cause weaker interlayer bonding and yield
structural weak points. Some DW processes, like aerosol jet printing (AJP) or inkjet
printing, require raster filling to create a filled shape. Also, two or more repetitive layers
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are usually required to achieve the desired thickness and conductivity. The ink deposition
alone could take hours for devices with moderate geometrical complexity, which is
usually followed by another lengthy sintering process.
In this study, we found an easier way to fabricate smart 3D objects using a print-stickpeel (PSP) process. The PSP process does not require any fabrication on the target 3Dprinted substrate, so it circumvents the fabrication challenges of surface roughness and
sintering temperature as mentioned above. In this method, conductive patterns are first
printed on low surface energy substrates that have high glass transition temperatures such
as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or perfluoroalkoxy alkanes (PFA). Then they are
sintered at the desired temperature to obtain optimal conductivity. Using the interfacial
adhesion strength difference between the DW-printed and 3D-printed substrates, the
printed pattern can be easily transferred using the self-adhesion of 3D-printed structures
or additional adhesives. Similar approaches are widely used for fabricating
macro/nanoscale silicon-based devices onto flexible substrates[80, 81]. However, there
are no demonstrations that transferring DW-printed functional devices to 3D-printed
surfaces/structures is a workable solution. Using the PSP method does not directly
deposit liquid inks on the surface. Instead, a thin metal structure is transferred in its solid
form, which minimizes the adverse effect of the high surface roughness of 3D printed
parts. In a more severe situation where the high surface roughness causes weak bonding
between the DW printed pattern and the 3D printed substrate, a thin layer of adhesives
can be used as filling material to smooth out the trenches and strengthen the bonding. The
temperature incompatibility is also eliminated since the DW printed structures are
sintered before being attached to the 3D printed part. In addition, the transfer method
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allows both DW and 3D printing and fabricating to happen in parallel with each other.
The pausing of the 3D printing process is only needed for transferring the sensor
structures. Thus, the pausing time is significantly reduced and the interference of interlayer bonding can be minimized. It should be noted that this approach also applies to
other non-DW printing techniques for fabricating conductive features, such as screen and
gravure printing. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, printed strain gauges
were integrated into 3D-printed parts fabricated by Polyjet® technology. The sensor’s
sensitivity, reliability, and its effect on mechanical properties of the base structure are
investigated and discussed.
6.2.2

Experiments

6.2.2.1 Materials and Equipment
In this study, we demonstrate our method by transferring printed strain sensors into 3Dprinted dog-bone coupons. The ink used to print the strain sensors was UTDAg
Conductive Silver Nanoinks® (UT Dots, Inc.). The size of silver nanoparticles in the ink
was about 10 nm. Silver concentration was 60 wt% in hydrocarbon solvent. The
substrates for the strain sensor before transfer were polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and
perfluoroalkoxy alkanes (PFA) films (McMaster-Carr Supply Co.). As an optional
adhesive layer, an ink of 5 wt% polyvinylalcohol (PVA)/water was used. An Optomec,
Inc. aerosol jet printing (AJP) machine 300® was used to fabricate the strain sensors. The
3D-printed coupons were fabricated with a Stratasys Ltd. Connex 350® 3D printer. The
3D printing material used for fabricating the coupons was VeroClear® (a transparent
resin), also from Stratasys.
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6.2.2.2 Sample Preparation and Characterization
The designed and fabricated samples of strain sensors are shown in Figure 46. Five
sensors were fabricated with a 300µm printing nozzle using three passes for each sensor.
PTFE and PFA films were used as substrates for their low surface energy (PTFE: 20
mN/m, PFA: 16 mN/m) [82]. The printed sensors were sintered in an oven at 200°C for
30 minutes. After sintering, the thicknesses of the sensors were measured with a P-7
Stylus Profiler (KLA-Tencor) and the resistance values were measured by an EXTECH
65EA multimeter with flat clamps at two electrodes. When the surface on which the
sensors are transferred do not have enough surface adhesion to bond the sensors, a
polymeric adhesive layer is deposited on top of the printed conductive ink layers for ease
of transfer. The procedure of sensor preparation is illustrated in Figure 47.

Figure 46: Printed strain sensors: a) dimensions; b) printed sensors on PFA film.
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Figure 47: Procedure for preparing printed sensors.
The dog-bone shaped coupons were printed with the design shown in Figure 48. The
printing procedure was paused when the thickness reached half of the total thickness and
the sensors were transferred to the middle layer. When the sensor is transferred
immediately after the 3D printing is paused, the adhesive layer is not required since the
residual resin on the surface of the half-printed coupon is sticky enough to pull the silver
pattern from the low-surface-energy substrate film. However, if there is a long idle time
(>10 minutes) before the sensor is transferred, the additional adhesive layer can
significantly improve the success rate of the sensor transfer. A polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
solution was used as the adhesive material in this experiment due to its solution
processablilty and its compatibility with the aerosol jet printer. The adhesion strength
between the printed silver pattern and the surface of VeroClear parts after transfer was
previously investigated using ASTM D3359 standard tape testing. The adhesion strength
of a transferred pattern without adhesive was 4B, whereas the adhesion strength of a
transferred pattern with adhesive was 5B.
As shown in the coupon design, the lower half of the coupon has two apron stages at both
ends to support electrodes. After the sensor transfer, the printing process resumed. The
entire printed pattern was covered by the upper half of the coupon, except for the two
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electrodes. The 3D printing was resumed at the same layer where it was paused. The
sensor on the lower half of the coupon caused no observable interference with the
printing process since the thickness of the printed sensor (~2µm) was only a fraction of
the thickness resolution of the 3D printer (~16µm). The coupon preparation procedure is
illustrated in Figure 49.

Figure 48: 3D printed dog-bone coupon: a) dimensions; b) Solidworks 3D design
model; c) printed coupon.

Figure 49: Preparation procedure of the 3D printed dog-bone coupon with printed
strain sensor embedded. PFA film was used as substrate for its transparency.
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The resistance of the five sensors was measured again after being transferred onto the
3D-printed coupons. The results are summarized in Table 13. Small increases in
resistance of the sensor after transfer were observed for all five samples. This was
expected since a 100% transfer rate cannot realistically be attained. The samples
fabricated on the two different substrates showed no significant resistance difference. The
samples with an adhesive layer (S3 and S5) had a slightly higher resistance than the other
samples. However, the increase in resistance after the transfer was smaller for samples
with an adhesive layer because they received a more thorough ink transfer.
Table 13: Summary of thickness and resistivity for five samples on different
substrates with and without an adhesive layer.
Sample Substrate of
Number Printed
Pattern
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

PTFE
PTFE
PTFE
PFA
PFA

Adhesive Thickness of
Layer
printed
Pattern
(µm)
No
2.15±0.07
No
1.89±0.11
Yes
2.81±0.13
No
2.06±0.09
Yes
2.63±0.11

Resistance between
Electrodes (Ohm)
Before
After
Transfer
Transfer
8.8
9.7
10.3
10.9
12.8
13.0
9.6
10.2
13.4
13.5

Figure 50 shows the optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the cross section of sample S5. According to the images, the thickness of the
printed silver pattern remained the same after the upper half of the coupon was printed.
The continuity of the coupon along with the thickness direction was intact except for the
area where the printed pattern was located.
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Figure 50: OM and SEM images of a cross section of coupon sample S5 showing the
layer of embedded silver pattern.
6.2.2.3 Sensor Performance Test
Cyclic loading tests were conducted on S1-S4 samples to test the effectiveness and
robustness of the embedded sensors fabricated with the new method. Two copper wires
were attached to the electrodes at both ends of each sample using silver epoxy as the
bonding material, as shown in Figure 51. The copper wires were connected to an analog
data acquisition board (NI-9219) (National Instruments Corp.), which sent the resistance
reading to a computer and displayed it in a LabVIEW program.
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Figure 51: Experimental setup for cyclic loading test: a) a sample mounted on
SHIMADZU precision universal tester with leads connected to NI-9219 analog data
acquisition board; b) samples with wired electrodes; and c) zoomed view of a wired
electrode.
The test cycle started at a relaxing state when the load upon the sample equaled zero. An
extension force was then applied so that the distance between the two clamps increased at
a rate of 0.5mm/s for 4 seconds. After the stroke reached the maximum (2mm), it
changed and decreased at 0.5mm/s for 4 seconds until it was back to the relaxing state.
All samples were preloaded for 100 cycles to allow granular boundaries in printed trace
to form and stabilize. After the 100 initial “run in” cycles, each sample was tested for
another 1500 cycles. The resistance of the printed strain sensor was recorded at a
sampling rate of 20Hz, yielding 160 data points per cycle.
6.2.3

Results and Discussion

The electromechanical properties of the embedded strain sensor were assessed by the
results of cyclic loading test. Figure 52 shows a constant peak-to-peak value of the
printed strain sensor in sample S1, indicating that the sensor signal is very reliable and
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repeatable. The maximum strain is over 4%, which is comparable to commercial metal
foil strain sensors. The gauge factor (GF) was calculated by:

GF 

R / R0



(47)

where GF is the gauge factor, ΔR is the change in resistance, R0 is the initial resistance,
and is the strain of the printed sensor. The transferred strain sensors had a reliable
mean strain GF of about 11.4 ± 0.06 when strain is around 4%, which is much higher
than the GF of commercial metal foil strain sensors (~2). The high GF of the transferred
sensor occurs because the strain sensing mechanism of the aerosol printed sensor is
different from that of the metal foil sensor. The resistance change of the printed sensor is
mainly due to widened gaps and micro-cracks between grain boundaries of annealed
silver nanoparticles when the sensor is under strain, while the resistance change of the
metal foil sensor is due to the deformation of bulk metal. This mechanism is similar to
that of the nanoparticle strain sensor, which has an even higher GF of around 100 [83].
The difference is that the grain size in aerosol jet printed trace is at a micro level because
of sintering, not at a nano level as with the nanoparticle strain sensor. The GF of
transferred samples are in the same magnitude of sensors that use silver nanoparticle as
conductive materials [84, 85].
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Figure 52: Cyclic loading test result of strain and resistance change as a function of
time for sample S1. The resistivity change kept constant after1000 cycles.
One of the drawbacks of the resistance change is the nonlinear response to the strain
change, i.e., the GF is not a constant at different strain levels. This effect is more obvious
when the strain is at lower levels, as shown in Figure 53. Another drawback is that more
micro-cracks may form during stretching, causing an increasing change in resistance over
time. Therefore initial “run in” cycles are necessary for the cracks to form and stabilize.
The comparison of resistance change of four samples is shown in Figure 53. The results
are mostly consistent with a smaller response for S3, where the adhesive layer was used.
We believe the reason is that the adhesive layer hindered the growth of micro-cracks.
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Figure 53: Resistance change of four samples. S1, S2, and S4 are comparable with
small resistance variations. S3 has a smaller response due to the usage of an
adhesive layer.
Other than strain sensors, the PSP transfer method also allows for integrating other
functional devices into structures fabricated with 3D printing or other layer-by-layer
(LBL) processes, such as the hand lay-up process for composites. It can also transfer
printed devices into rubber-like materials to fabricate flexible electronics, provided that
the local strain does not exceed the limit of printed traces. It is also possible to transfer
devices onto curved surfaces. Figure 54 demonstrates a few applications using this
transfer method including a) a pressure sensor transferred onto a 3D-printed aorta heart
valve surface; b) strain sensors and an antenna transferred onto the internal surface of a
prosthetic socket; and c) a strain sensor embedded into a 3D-printed rubber-like material
(TangoPlus®, Stratasys).
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(a)

(b)
(c)

(c)

Figure 54: Applications of PSP transferred DW devices: a) a pressure sensor
transferred onto a 3D-printed aorta heart valve; b) An antenna transferred onto the
internal surface of a prosthetic socket; and c) a strain sensor embedded into 3Dprinted flexible mater
Although most DW processes are at a relatively low production rate compared with
industry level LBL manufacturing, the scalability of this PSP process is high due to the
independency of the DW device preparation step. In other words, the DW process and 3D
printing process can work in parallel instead of in a sequence. A continuous tape with
repeated DW printed patterns can be prepared and stocked in advance for high speed
LBL fabrication. With the help of automatic alignment and handling, which can be easily
implemented in an industrial level manufacturing environment, the transferring step can
be done in a short time. A schematic diagram of PSP-enabled continuous manufacturing
for smart structures is shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 55: Schematic of the PSP-enabled continuous manufacturing for smart
structures.
6.2.4

Conclusion

In this study, a facile print-stick-peel transfer method was developed and tested to
integrate DW devices into 3D-printed structures. This method leverages a different
adhesive force to the printed trace between the print substrate and the transfer surface to
achieve pattern transfer during 3D printing. The repeatability and reliability of this
method was validated by transferring aerosol jet printed strain sensors onto the
intermediate layer of 3D-printed coupons. This method allows the printed trace to be
embedded into the 3D-printed part or onto its surface, without affecting the integrity of
the part. As the thickness of the aerosol jet-printed device is much smaller than the layer
thickness of 3D printing, no pre-designed or prepared cavity is required. Both printed
electronics and 3D printing technologies have high flexibility in terms of design and
customization. This new method takes advantage of both and provides a practical
manufacturing technique for making multifunctional smart structures. In addition, since
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the DW device preparation is independent of the 3D printing process, the PSP transfer
method has great potential for scalable manufacturing of smart structures.
6.3

Conductive-on-Demand: Tailorable Polyimide/Carbon Nanotube Nanocomposite
Thin Film by Dual-Material Aerosol Jet Printing

6.3.1

Introduction

Carbon nanotube reinforced polyimide nanocomposites (PI/CNT) have great potential for
use in the aerospace industry because of their high mechanical properties, electrical
conductivity, high-temperature endurance, and resistance to ultra-violet (UV)
decomposition[86, 87]. However, conventional fabrication methods of PI/CNT
nanocomposites require dispersion of CNTs into the PI matrix, which is a challenging
processing step because even a small percentage of CNT would greatly increase the
viscosity of the polymeric solution [88-90]. Worse yet, dispersion-based fabrication often
yields a heterogeneous distribution of CNTs in the PI matrix due to its tendency to
agglomerate in the solution. Performance improvement with inserted CNTs is limited by
the low loading and poor homogeneity in the PI matrix. This represents the current
bottleneck in creating high-performance PI/CNT nanocomposites. Extensive research
efforts have been dedicated to overcoming the difficulties in the dispersion of CNTs in a
polymeric matrix. One of the most successful methods is to use chemical
functionalization to increase interfacial interactions between the CNTs and the polymeric
matrix [91, 92]. While the carboxyl groups introduced to the functionalized CNT do
increase the homogeneity of CNT suspension, the strong mixed-acid treatment may
breach the integrity of the pristine CNTs and compromise their mechanical or electrical
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properties. Other covalent functionalization methods also have been investigated [93-97].
Similarly, those methods disrupt conjugation within the CNTs by converting side-wall
carbons from sp2 to sp3 hybridization, which results in reduced electrical conductivity
and mechanical properties. Alternatively, noncovalent functionalization methods, which
use highly aromatic molecules to wrap CNTs, have proven quite effective [98-101].
High-performance PI/CNT with up to 9 wt% loading level has been fabricated using
aromatic functionalization [102]. A variation to this method is first to disperse CNTs,
pristine or functionalized, into a solution of certain precursor to PI, e.g. poly(amic acid)
(PAA) [103-105] or polyisoimide (PII) [106, 107], then to synthesize the nanocomposite
via in situ polymerization. The in situ polymerization process requires precisely
controlled conditions for a series of reactions, which increases complexity, duration and
cost of the fabrication of PI/CNT.
Some fabrication methods of PI/CNT that are not dispersion based have also been
reported. The most studied technique of those is spray winding. The typical process is to
spray PI or its precursor onto a CNT sheet that is continuously pulling out from a
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown forest [87]. A more recent technique is direct
infiltration of PAA solution into a CVD grown CNT sheet [108]. Those methods yield
very high CNT loading levels and are capable of achieving a high degree of alignment.
This results in stronger and more conductive nanocomposites than their low CNT loading
level counterparts. However, those methods all require CVD to grow a CNT forest as the
raw material. Due to the fact that most commercialized CNT products are in the form of
powder or solution, the scalability of those fabrication methods is limited by the slow and
costly CVD growth of the CNT forests.
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In this section, we demonstrate a novel fabrication method of PI/CNT that is based on
dual-material aerosol jet printing (DMAJP). Aerosol jet printing (AJP) is a branch of
emerging additive manufacturing (AM) technologies. Developed in 2007 to fulfill the
increasing demand for miniature and flexible electronics [109, 110], it atomizes solutions
or suspensions into aerosols with a droplet size ranged from 0.5 to 3.0 µm. It then
deposits the aerosol onto substrates with a focusing sheath gas flow [111]. With a similar
working principle, our method aims to achieve good CNT distribution in the PI matrix by
mixing aerosols of CNT suspension and PAA solution. The mixture of aerosols is
deposited onto a heated substrate. The substrate is then put into an oven for curing. The
detailed description of this method is presented in section 6.2.2.
The demonstrated DMAJP fabrication method of PI/CNT totally bypasses the
challenging dispersion process that hinders conventional fabrication methods, while using
commercially available CNT and PAA solution products as raw materials. In addition,
atomization, aerosol mixing, and aerosol deposition are all potentially scalable. Thus, this
relatively facile, cost-effective fabrication method is a very promising option that can be
adopted by industry level full-scale manufacturing. Moreover, the additive nature of this
fabrication grants it unique advantages over existing methods. Such advantages include
the ease of patterning, affiliation with mass customization, high feature resolution, and
designable varying intra-part CNT loading level, etc.
6.3.2

Experimental

6.3.2.1 Materials and Equipment
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The multi-wall CNT ink used in this study was purchased from Nanostructured &
Amorphous Materials, Inc. (product number: 8039RB). The specifications of this ink are
3 wt% multi-wall CNT (length: 100µm; diameter: 10-40 nm) in n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) solvent. The PAA solution was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. (product
number: 575771). It is 12.0 wt% poly (pyromellitic dianhydride-co-4,4’-oxydianiline)
amic acid solution with a mixture of 80% NMP and 20% xylene as solvent. To achieve
the optimized atomization, the concentrations of the CNT ink and the PAA solution were
adjusted to 1% and 10%, respectively, by adding pure NMP solvent (Sigma-Aldrich Co.
LLC., product number: 328634). An AJP 300® aerosol jet printing machine (Optomec,
Inc., Albuquerque, NM), modified to enable dual-material atomization and aerosol
mixing, was used to demonstrate the fabrication method. A P-7 stylus profiler (KLATencor, Milpitas, CA) was used to measure the thickness of the nanocomposite samples.
A Ultra60® field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (Zeiss USA, Dublin,
CA) was used for the microstructure characterization. A PE-25 plasma system (Plasma
Etch, Inc., Carson City, NV) was used to etch the surface of the nanocomposite samples
and expose more CNTs. A universal probe with RM3000® test unit (Jandel Engineering,
Ltd., Linslade, UK) was used for the electrical characterization.
6.3.2.2 Preparation Process of PI/CNT Nanocomposites
The dual-material aerosol jet printing setup is depicted as a schematic in Figure 56. The
Optomec AJP 300 printer originally had two separate atomization options, a Collison
atomizer and an ultrasonic atomizer. Determined by the viscosity, the PAA solution was
processed with the Collison atomizer and the CNT ink was processed with the ultrasonic
atomizer. The built-in flow regulator can control the gas flow of either atomizer. To
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enable simultaneous atomization of two different types of ink, another flow regulator
(MKS mass flow controller, model: GE50A) was incorporated into the system. The two
aerosol streams were mixed with a static mixer. The mixed aerosol was then transported
to the deposition head and deposited to a glass substrate with the assistance of nitrogen
sheath gas. Thin film rectangular samples with serpentine filling were printed (Figure
57(a) and (b)). To accommodate the size requirement of the tensile testing, the lengths of
all samples were 20mm and the widths were 5mm. It took multiple layers of printing to
achieve the desired thicknesses. After printing, the samples were cured in an oven. After
curing, the samples were removed from the glass substrate in the form of freestanding
thin films, as shown in Figure 57(c).

Figure 56: Schematic of dual-material aerosol jet printing
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Figure 57: Dual-material aerosol jet printed PI/CNT nanocomposite thin film: (a)
sample dimensions and the printing direction; (b) an as-printed nanocomposite
sample; (c) a freestanding nanocomposite sample after removed from the glass
substrate
A similar setup has been used to print composite interlayers of solid oxide fuel cells [112,
113]. Although the current setup and the previous setup share the same working
principle, several differences exist. The older setup uses two Collison atomizers while the
current setup uses both Collison and ultrasonic atomizers to provide the capability of
processing low-volume/high-cost ink, such as the CNT ink. The aerosol streams were
directly mixed with a “Y” connector in the previous setup, which, according to our
preliminary investigation, may result in unmixed regions if the ratio of aerosols is not
around 1:1. A static mixer was added in the current setup to achieve homogeneous
mixing at any flow rate ratio. The previous setup controlled the gas flows in both
atomizers with one single process control module. The current setup uses two individual
flow controllers. The individual control of the two aerosol streams allows on-demand
material mixing and in-situ adjustable mixing ratio.
The properties of printed nanocomposite films are determined in large part by the
configuration of process parameters. Some of those process-property relationships were
investigated in this study. A default setting was defined to avoid any confusion of the
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process configuration setup. Any experiments designed in this study only varied one or a
few parameters, while in all other processes the parameters were fixed. The default
configuration setting, based on the prior knowledge of stable flow conditions of the AJP
machine, is summarized in Table 14.
Table 14: Default configuration setup of process parameters

6.3.3

Process Parameter
Total flow rate
PAA aerosol
CNT aerosol
Sheath gas flow rate

Value
100 sccm
50 sccm
50 sccm
90 sccm

Printing speed

8 mm/second

Standoff distance

3 mm

Nozzle diameter

300 µm

Stage temperature

60 °C

Curing procedure

60min@120°C→60min@180°C→60min@220°C

Number of layers

30

Characterizations

6.3.3.1 Thickness
If the flow condition is kept constant during printing, the thickness of the printed PI/CNT
film is determined by the amount of the mixed aerosol deposited per unit area. Intuitively,
it should be proportional to the number of layers and inversely proportional to the
printing speed. A set of samples was fabricated at different process configurations to
confirm this assumption. The process configurations of each sample are shown in Table
15. Five replicates were fabricated and tested for each sample for the calculation of the
standard deviation. All samples were tested with the profiler at a sweep speed of
100µm/s. The sweep direction was perpendicular to the printing direction.
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Table 15: Samples for the thickness characterization

T1 (default)

Number of
Layers
30

Printing Speed
(mm/s)
8

T2

15

8

T3

45

8

T4

30

6

T5

30

10

Sample Code

6.3.3.2 Nanostructure
The CNT loading in the printed nanocomposite film is controlled by the mixing ratio of
the CNT aerosol to the PAA aerosol. The ratio of CNT aerosol to the PAA aerosol is
denoted as

r . The CNT loading in the samples fabricated with the default r  1 is 3.22 ±

0.47 wt%. O2 plasma was used to etch a thin layer of the polyimide on top of the
nanocomposite thin films so that the structure of the CNTs can be exposed and visualized
in the FE-SEM pictures. For most samples, the cycle time of the plasma etching was set
to 300s. Particularly, one piece of the default sample was treated for 600s so the
nanostructure at a greater depth could be observed. Three samples, S1-3 with

r =0.5, 1,

5, respectively, were characterized to show the difference in CNT density (Table 16).
Table 16: Samples for the microstructure characterization
Sample Code

CNT Flow Rate (sccm)

PAA Flow Rate (sccm)

r

S1

25

50

0.5

S2 (default)

50

50

1

S3

100

20

5

6.3.3.3 Electrical Conductivity
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The electrical conductivity of the printed PI/CNT nanocomposite film is determined by

r . Seven nanocomposite samples with various r

and one sample printed with only the

CNT ink were fabricated for the characterization (Table 17). The four-point Kelvin
method was used to measure the electrical conductivity. All measurements were
conducted in the ambient environment.
Table 17: Samples for electrical conductivity characterization
Sample Code

CNT Flow Rate (sccm)

PAA Flow Rate (sccm)

r

C1

0

50

0

C2

25

50

0.5

C3 (default)

50

50

1

C4

75

50

1.5

C5

100

50

2

C6

100

25

4

C7

100

20

5

C8

50

0

∞*

* C8 is printed by the CNT ink only, which represents the theoretical limit of the conductivity of
PI/CNT nanocomposite

6.3.3.4 Tailorability of Material Structures and Properties
A unique feature of this DMAJP method for the fabrication of PI/CNT is that it is
possible to control the CNT loading at different regions of one nanocomposite film. This
high customizability comes from the additive nature of the manufacturing method.
During printing, with the flow rate of the PAA aerosol fixed at 50 sccm, the immediate
loading of CNT can be controlled by in-situ changing the flow rate of the CNT aerosol.
Since the CNT loading determines the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite, this
DMAJP method is essentially a “conductive-on-demand” fabrication of PI/CNT.
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Three showcase examples were designed to demonstrate this conductive-on-demand
capability, each representing a specific application. The first example was fabricated to
have different CNT loadings at designated regions of the same nanocomposite thin film.
This is achieved by changing the flow rate of the CNT aerosol while keeping the flow
rate of the PAA aerosol constant. The design of this example is illustrated in Figure 58.

Figure 58: Design of printed PI/CNT film with different CNT loading regions
The second example was fabricated as a thin film circuit. Although the conductivity of
PI/CNT nanocomposite normally is not an ideal material for circuitry due to the relatively
low conductivity, this example aims to provide a manufacturing possibility for highly
robust printed electronics, as the conductive trace is a fully integrated part of the
substrate. This example also demonstrates the capability of free patterning of the
conductive region with DMAJP. The design of this example is shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 59: Design of printed PI/CNT film as an integrated circuit
The third example is to demonstrate the through-thickness conducting function, which
can be used in multilayer circuit packaging. It provides conductive channels through the
insulating layer without piercing the insulating layer. The design of this example is
shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60: Design of printed PI/CNT film with through-thickness conducting
function
6.3.4

Results and Discussion

6.3.4.1 Thickness
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The results of thickness measurements of sample T1-5 are shown in Figure 61. The
thickness of the printed PI/CNT film increases linearly with the number of layers and the
inverse of printing speed if the flow condition is constant. To achieve any desired
thickness, the number of layers can be used as a discrete tuning factor and the printing
speed can be used as a continuous tuning factor. All samples have a similar degree of
surface roughness, which may be caused by the printing path of the serpentine filling at
the top layers. For a thicker sample (>40μm), the stage temperature needs to be raised for
a timely solvent removal. Otherwise, the surface will have a smooth and curved profile
due to the self-formation of the excessive solvent under the surface tension.

Figure 61: (a) The profiles of T1-5; (b) dependence of the thickness on the number
of layers; (c) dependence of the thickness on the printing speed
6.3.4.2

Nanostructure

The SEM images of sample S1-3 are shown in Figure 62. Because the nanocomposite
films were printed layer by layer, the CNTs tend to lie in one layer rather than go through
multiple layers. At the low CNT loading in S1, CNTs are sparsely distributed with large
pure polyimide areas in between. Since few effective conductive paths can be established
at this low CNT density, the film is still an insulating material. At the higher CNT
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loading in S2, the CNTs start to connect to each other and form a loose network, which
suggests the percolation threshold is reached and the nanocomposite film is becoming
conductive. At the very high CNT loading in S3, the CNTs form a dense network that is
normally observed in buckypaper, a thin porous film formed by CNTs only [114]. The inplane nanostructure of this high CNT loading printed film is similar to the nanocomposite
that is fabricated by infiltrating buckypaper with polymeric resin [115, 116]. Figure
62(d) indicates that the dispersion of CNTs in the PI matrix is good in the throughthickness direction since similar densities of CNTs were observed at different depth in a
crater created by the plasma etching.
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Figure 62: SEM images of PI/CNT nanocomposites: (a) S1: , 1.64 ± 0.27 wt%; (b)
S2: , 3.22 ± 0.47 wt%; (c) S3: , 14.26 ± 2.81 wt%; (d) S2 with longer etching time
for visualizing the distribution of CNTs inside the nanocomposite.
6.3.4.3 Electrical conductivity
The electrical conductivity of sample C1-8 is plotted in Figure 63. The conductivity of
the PI/CNT nanocomposites increases with an increase in the CNT loading. The
nanocomposite changes from insulating to conductive from 1.64 wt% to 3.22 wt% of
CNTs, suggesting the percolation threshold is in between. This is consistent with the
observation from SEM images. Beyond the percolation threshold, the conductivity of
printed PI/CNT nanocomposites increases slowly as it approaches the conductivity of C8,
the sample printed with the CNT ink only.
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Figure 63: Dependence of electrical conductivity on the CNT loading in PI/CNT
nanocomposites
6.3.4.4 Demonstration of customizability
The printed PI/CNT nanocomposite film with different CNT loading regions is shown in
Figure 64(a). The flow rates of the two aerosols are plotted in Figure 64(b). The width of
each panel was set to 5mm in this example. As the width of the printed line can be as thin
as ~20µm, it is possible to print hundreds of tiny panels with a width less than 100µm
and a small step size in the CNT to form a nanocomposite film with “quasi-gradient”
conductivity.
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Figure 64: (a) A printed PI/CNT nanocomposite film with four different CNT
loading regions; (b) The flow rates of the two aerosols during printing
The printed thin film circuit is shown in Figure 65(a). A simple circuit testing with a
light-emitting diode (LED) was demonstrated (Figure 65(b)-(d)). As DMAJP is an
additive manufacturing technology, the conductive pattern can be freely designed for
other direct-write technologies such as inkjet printing [117] and dispenser printing [118].
An unrivalled advantage of DMAJP over other direct-write technologies is its ultra-high
robustness. As the conductive path is built with the substrate instead of on the substrate, it
can be bent, folded, stretched, washed, or even scratched with the substrate and remain
conductive. In fact, the conductive path is even stronger than the substrate because of the
CNT reinforcement. It is also important that this high reliability is achieved by a one-step
fabrication without any post-processing.
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Figure 65: Demonstration of a printed PI/CNT nanocomposite circuit: (a) the asprinted nanocomposite circuit; (b) the schematic diagram of a simple circuit testing;
(c) the freestanding nanocomposite circuit with an LED mounted with silver glue;
(d) the LED lighted with a 60VDC power supply
The printed nanocomposite film with through-thickness conducting function is shown in
Figure 66(a). This was validated by demonstrating that a conductive path exists between
point A and point B while point C is insulated, as shown in Figure 66(b)-(d). The
through-thickness conducting function is useful in multilayer circuit design where
interconnections between layers are desired. Currently, the interlayer connection is
usually achieved through small vias [119, 120], which introduce mechanical weak spots
in the substrate. Although these weak spots are negligible in conventional electronics,
they become more significant in flexible thin film electronics as they are potential stress
concentration locations under stretching. The through-thickness conducting channel built
in the nanocomposite film has no such problem because the continuity of the film is
intact.
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Figure 66: Demonstration of through-thickness conducting function: (a) the printed
PI/CNT film with through-thickness conducting channel; (b) the locations of copper
tape electrodes for validation (c) the resistance between electrodes A and B is RAB =
317.6 kΩ; (d) there is no conductive path between electrodes A and C
6.3.5

Conclusions

In this study, highly tailorable PI/CNT nanocomposite films were fabricated with a novel
DMAJP process. The capability of freely changing the CNT loading during DMAJP is
demonstrated. This unique feature allows nanocomposite films to have different
conductivities at different regions, which enables many interesting functions such as
gradient conductivity, built-in-substrate circuit, and through-thickness conductivity.
Currently, this DMAJP method is demonstrated with a modified Optomec AJP300
machine designed to fabricate miniaturized printed electronics. Therefore, the product
dimension and production rate are limited. However, the major stages, atomization,
aerosol mixing, and aerosol deposition, are all scalable and the industrial versions of the
components for larger scale production are commercially available. For example, wider
printing heads, such as the 3mm wide printing head from Optomec, can replace the
300µm diameter nozzle used in this study for a larger printing area and a faster
production rate. This study demonstrated that DMAJP is a facile, versatile, and
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potentially scalable manufacturing process for PI/CNT nanocomposite films. The
“conductive-on-demand” capability of DMAJP may enable many new designs of
functionality for the new generation smart nanocomposites.
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CHAPTER 7.

7.1

CONCLUSTION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Summary and Original Contribution

AJP possesses many advantages over other printed electronic technologies in terms of
material varieties, feature size and non-contact process. It is also a relatively new
technology for which the process control capabilities are still in the early stages. This
obstacle has hindered AJP in scaling up for industrial applications. This thesis contributes
and explores the AJP process in three major aspects. In the first sections of this thesis
(Chapter 4), two exploratory device applications are selected to demonstrate the
capability of AJP in device application. The challenge and limitation of current AJP
processes such as the lack of quality assessment and control were also identified. In the
first application, we demonstrated a novel gas sensor based on a carbon nanotube (CNT)
material. CNT is a promising sensing material due to its large surface area and high
sensitivity and selectivity toward various molecular. However, CNT sensors have not
been widely adopted and manufactured in the industry. The challenge is that the
fabrication processes suffer from non-uniform drying of the CNT solution called the
coffee ring effect. The AJP process has tiny droplet sizes that minimize the coffee ring
effect. However, the lack of process control for AJP results in variations in the deposition
film thickness and resistance. We identified that the issue comes from the instability of
the atomization process, which leads to drifting in the printing output volume. The
proposed vibration-based method is adopted here to estimate a stable process time and
help create maintenance strategies. We observed a 20% reduction in the final resistance
performance.
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In the second representative application, we demonstrated a 3D transmission line. The
fabrication challenge here was to achieve precise control of the printed line feature and
morphologies. Traditional printed electronic methods are limited to a feature size of as
little as 100 μm, which is not suitable when the fabrication is moving toward high
frequency where a 10-20 μm feature size is required. We demonstrated that our process
model was derived from the design of experiments and can help minimize the printed
overspray and precisely control the printed feature in 10 μm consistently. We observed a
50% improvement in the fabrication completion rate and a 30% variation reduction rate
in the printed line width. Furthermore, we also demonstrated the fabrication capabilities
for processing conductive and non-conductive materials with the same machine setup for
complex 3D structures for the first time.
The second part of this thesis (Chapter 5) includes a set of process monitoring tools to
advance the state-of-the-art of the AJP process for large-scale industrial applications in
accuracy and repeatability. AJP is a unique additive manufacturing process for printed
electronics. However, due to the fact it is a relatively new and emerging process, there is
a lack of process monitoring and control techniques for the process. For instance, the
process monitoring and control to achieve stable printing involving dynamically changing
volume of ink have been a major issue troubling AJP users. Currently, the users rely on
time-consuming, offline trial-and-error methods to calibrate the process. This dissertation
research tackles the problem by introducing a real-time, advanced process
sensing/monitoring (vibration-based) and statistical analysis approach that can
significantly improve the efficiency and accuracy for process adjustment and control.
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An image-based method that provides quantitative metrics of printed line morphologies
was also developed. These two methods served as the foundation for understanding the
effect of machine parameters and creating polynomial models through the design of
experiment.
In the third part of the thesis (Chapter 6), we introduced two novel methods that extend
current AJP capabilities to 3D printing and nanocomposite fabrication. In the first
method, we developed a facile method that utilized the unique capability of AJP that
enables printing on low surface energy substrate. This property allows printed devices to
be easily transferred to another surface. We demonstrated that a print-stick-peel (PSP)
method can be used for integrating sensors into 3D printed structures. This process
provides a practical manufacturing technique for making the multifunctional smart
structure and moving 3D printing parts from passive to active.
In the second method, we developed a novel dual material fabrication method for
conductive tailorable nanocomposite fabrication. Conventional methods are limited to a
single concentration of nanomaterial. They also suffer from being a heterogeneous
distribution of nanomaterials. The atomization process in AJP provides opportunities to
mix different materials in aerosol form and the mixing ratio can be adjusted on the fly.
We demonstrated the ability to create a composite consisting of different nanomaterial
concentrations in a single piece and in the same manufacturing step. In addition,
atomization, aerosol mixing, and aerosol deposition were all potentially scalable. The
method developed is a promising option that can be adopted for large-scale
manufacturing.
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This dissertation research lies on the integration of various techniques for AJP process
improvement. Although various investigations have been conducted and reported for
AJP, they focused on individual aspects/functions. This dissertation work is a pioneering
research to integrate several techniques including vibration-based sensing, wavelet
analysis, dual-material AJP, and integration of AJP and 3D printing. This integrative
investigation has produced promising results for AJP process including fast and accurate
process status change identification, significantly improved process repeatability, and
new processing capabilities (for making new materials and structures).
In summary, the contributions of this thesis can be listed as follows:
1. Establishing quality control tools for an integrated manufacturing system of AJP
with in situ monitoring;
2. Revealing the quantitative relationship between process parameters and printed
structures;
3. Enhancing the fundamental understanding of capabilities and application potential
of the AJP technology; and
4. Extending current AJP technology to other advanced manufacturing fields.
The impact for this thesis is to assist in unleashing the full potential of AJP technology in
regards to: (1) increasing the stability and reliability; (2) enhancing novel device
applications; and (3) extending AJP fabrication capabilities. Already possessing
unmatched flexibility in prototyping of microelectronics, AJP will enable another leap
from low rate lab-scale fabrication to high quality, high rate manufacturing for printed
electronics.
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7.2

Future Directions

In Chapter 4, we only presented two device applications that benefit from the AJP
process and demonstrated the effectiveness of our process monitoring techniques. There
are many novel devices that can be fabricated using the AJP process. We have developed
several different sensor porotypes in the past, including strain sensors, biomedical
sensors, RFID, and piezoelectric vibration sensors. These devices are summarized in
Figure 65. There are also many device application opportunities that can be investigated
with the capabilities of AJP, especially for emerging development for thin film transistors
and biomedical sensors.

Figure 67: Prototype device developed in Georgia Tech manufacturing institute
In Chapter 5, we provided several tools for monitoring the print quality and proposed
second order polynomial models for the relationship between machine parameters and
printed line morphologies. As discussed in the literature, the AJP process is a complex
gas-liquid phase process that involves a lot of uncertainty. In the study presented, we
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considered only the on-line controllable variables such as gas flow rate and printing
speed. There are several offline setting variables that could potentially influence the
printing quality and stability. In general, the AJP process can be represented as a
function:
Y  f ( X ,U , e, n)  

(48)

where 𝑌 is the process output. 𝑈 is the online controllable variables that can be adjusted
during each processing cycle. 𝑒 and 𝑛 are the noise factors with 𝑒 representing online
observable factors or estimated from on-line sensing signal, and 𝑛 representing the noise
that cannot be estimated or measured directly, and 𝜖

is the modeling error

with 𝜖~(0, 𝜎𝜖2 ). Examples of U, X, and e for the AJP process are given in Table 18.
Table 18: Variables in AJP process
On-line
controllable
variable (U)

Offline setting
variable (X)

Observable
noise (e)

Process response
factor (Y)

Atomization

Ultrasonic power

Ink sheet thickness
Ink viscosity

Pressure at ink
jar

Droplet size
distribution
Vibration of vial

Deposition

Carrier gas flow
Sheath gas flow
Platen Speed

Ink viscosity
Nozzle diameter
Stand-off distance

Pressure at
deposition head

Line morphology

The objective is to minimize the response 𝑌 variance and can be written as the following
equation with least square loss function 𝐿 = (𝑌 − 𝑇)2
J  min E[(Y  T ) 2 ]
 min E[( Y  T ) 2  VY ]

(49)

where 𝑇 is the target value and 𝜇𝑌 − 𝑇 is the process mean deviation from the target, and
𝑉𝑌 is the variance of the response. The future extension for the modeling could be to find
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the optimal control parameters for both online and offline control variables and develop
statistical measures for quantifying the observable noise factors.
In Chapter 6, we proposed two novel methods for fabricating smart structures or material
with AJP. Smart structures and multifunctional composite materials have a lot of
potential for becoming next generation technologies. The methods we proposed just
enabled a new way for functional fabrication. Research studies, such as novel material
design using different mixing materials that can be used for new types of device
applications, can be discovered based on our fabrication method. Theoretical study, such
as computational fluid dynamic simulation and mechanical characteristics for mixing
printing, can also be considered as future research direction.
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